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ABSTRACT

Corporeal Analysis:
The Performing Body as Analytic Site
by
Laura Cocks

Advisor: Joseph N. Straus

A framework of corporeal analysis posits that the physicality of the performer can be construed
as a primary analytical parameter in a work. This dissertation seeks to set up such a method of
analysis largely through anecdata and autoethnography with the aim of eliciting a deeper space
for additional performer-driven analyses that prioritize the bodily knowledge of performers and
their physical understandings of a work. Centering around David Bird’s 2013 work for solo
piccolo and “no-less-than twenty-nine spatialized piccolos,” Atolls, three main aspects of
corporeal analysis will be explored. These are: performance physicality as expressive connective
tissue between flutist and audience, the construction of hypothetical geographic and atmospheric
conditions implied within a work through the body as a barometer, and the sounds of pain and
trauma activated through the physicality of sonic and metaphorical aspects of the work. An
extended conclusion applies offshoots of these modes of analysis to Brian Ferneyhough’s solo
work from the contemporary canon, Cassandra’s Dream Song through a study of salivary sounds
in the work, and Bethany Younge’s Oxygen and Reality for piccolo, electronics, balloons, and
lights through an exploration of prosthesis and adaptive technologies in performance.
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Chapter One:
Introduction to Corporeal Analysis

This dissertation finds its focus within what is most compelling to me as a performer. In
my work as a flutist, I look to practices of the body that build communicative and expressive
possibility; I see my body as an expressive interlocutor between an audience and a world of rich
possibilities. I find that through the performing body, sympathies and an ethereal sense of mutual
personhood are transferred. Particularly in contemporary works, which seek new and exploratory
modes of expression, bodies are challenged, and interpretative ideas are renegotiated. An
audience might feel a physiological, visceral response to the risk of failure, or to discomfort, or
to the feeling of a deep anticipatory joy. The growing contemporary repertoire most readily
accesses the extremes, thresholds, and polarities of human comfort.
My interest in performance has always leaned to the brink, to the evocative space
between perfected execution and the cusp that holds an unbridling of intensity just beyond. What
can we learn and what can we become when we pull ourselves so viscerally and fully commit to
inhabiting liminality? Departing from this questioning, my performing interests invest in the
expressive capability of the body and what is conveyed through a body at-work, a body at a
threshold. I am creatively nourished through explorations of repertoire that foreground this
bodily reaction to work, and that foregrounds the performing body’s knowledge of how to
summon this strangely expressive space.
In examining my performing proclivities, I posit an analysis rooted in the body,
particularly the body of the performer and the corporeal parameters of expression and
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communication in performance as primary parameters of musical analysis. I also posit that the
performing body can be the primary parameter of analysis, rather than prioritizing rhythm or
pitch. New repertoire increasingly obfuscates and extends beyond traditional parameters,
allowing for a work’s growth beyond institutional and classical modes of analysis. New
repertoire beckons to an opening into the importance of the performer’s working physiology, and
requires an analysis rooted in the body, with corporeal parameters as primary foci.
In “Feminist Theory, Music Theory and the Mind/Body Problem,” Susanne Cusick
writes:
Music, an art which self-evidently does not exist until bodies make
it and/or receive it, is thought about as if it were a mind-mind
game…We end by ignoring the fact that these practices of the
mind are nonpractice without the bodily practices they call for—
about which it has become unthinkable to think.1
Further, Cusick approaches the analysis of the musical body explicitly from the space of
the performer’s body. She explains that “a theory of musical bodies would most helpfully
theorize, I think, from a performer-centered subject position.”2 As Cusick invests in musical
bodies, she invests in performing bodies. In this investment, she legitimizes the mind of the
performer and their bodily understanding of a work as unique and vital, and as a mode of
analysis that is also distinctly feminist. Following Cusick’s creation of “a theory of musical
bodies,” this dissertation will take a “performer-centered subject position.”
Using my own performing body as a starting point, analyses and arguments herein will
take an autoethnographical shape. In relying on autoethnography, anecdata, and modes of
engagement that promote thoughtful questioning over strict answers, it is my hope that a rich
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Cusick, Suzanne G., "Feminist Theory, Music Theory, and the Mind/Body Problem," Perspectives of
New Music 32, no. 1 (1994): 8-28.
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space for individual practices of performing and analyzing can emerge that acknowledge the
internal analytical processes of performing that are housed in the body. It is also my hope that
this individual-centered analysis will make additional space for first-person analytical thought
and systems of performer-driven theory, particularly in the performance/explication of
contemporary works. The framing of much of this dissertation around my own bodily experience
adds a voice to a community of individual performers whose body-mindedness can influence the
world of music analysis. Centering on my own bodily experiences in performance allows me to
focus on what I know and to tell my own story—creating a space for others to tell theirs.
In 2013, David Bird wrote Atolls for solo piccolo and “no-less-than-twenty-nine”
spatialized piccolos for me. The work poses a wide variety of deeply physical challenges and, in
many stretches, completely rewires how a performer must think about the instrument. From
strictly notated variegated breath sounds to an unsettling incorporation of whistle-register singing
and near-unintelligible gurgled text, Atolls is a work with which I have a deep personal
connection and a work of the new repertoire that clearly requires a new mode of analysis.
Through the choice of repertoire presented in this dissertation, I hope to engage with the body
from a fresh perspective. Because of the intensity of corporeal activity within Atolls, and its
consequent uncommon degree of performance physicality, this work offers fertile ground for a
preliminary study into how potential frameworks for corporeal analysis can take shape.
The analysis of Atolls is in three different sections, outlined in the chapter descriptions
that follow.
Chapter Two, “Introduction to David Bird’s Atolls”
This chapter offers an overview of David Bird’s work for twenty-nine spatialized
piccolos and solo piccolo, Atolls. As the following chapters of this dissertation require an
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understanding of the work, this chapter summarizes Atolls with score examples and audio
examples, and contextualizes the work’s place within Bird’s oeuvre.

Chapter Three, “Connective Tissues: Establishing Bodily Sympathy Through Bodily
Sound”
Through his conscious rearchitechturalization of the performance space, and the
employment of twenty-nine “auxiliary players,” Bird immediately amplifies the human
connections of performance, in this instance between soloist, audience, and the large quantity of
auxiliary players. This chapter engages with the power of breath, heart-rate, and the enacted
bodily conditions of the performer, and the power these conditions have to affect the physical
experience of the listener. I will posit an analysis of “sympathetic listening bodies,” exploring the
connective tissue between the performing body and the listening body in Atolls. This analysis
falls primarily into aspects of the body housed within the respiratory and circulatory systems, as
well as noting the ways in which body chemistry changes with certain moments in which Bird
seeks to elicit sympathy from an audience. This chapter will draw from writing about the nerves
primarily responsible for the “social-engagement system” and their impact on activating the face,
throat, ear, and larynx as noted in Bessel Van der Kolk’s The Body Keeps the Score: Brain,
Mind, and Body in the Healing of Trauma.3

Chapter Four, “Bodies as Barometers and Flexible Geographies”
Bird’s work is often inspired by the resultant features of synthesis between that which is
acoustic and electronic, or human and unhuman. In Atolls, this synthesis results in what I suggest
3

Van der Kolk, Bessel A., The Body Keeps the Score: Brain, Mind, and Body in the Healing of Trauma
(Penguin Books, 2015).
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are alternate atmospheres, communicated and understood through mutations in the body
composed into the notated rhythms, techniques, and textures. The actions and efforts of the body
required of Atolls function as a barometer for the environment, physically describing the
atmosphere through depicting the ways in which a body would function within it. Through a
highly developed vocabulary of mutated breath sounds, intermingled with the importance of
feathered beaming, distorted glissandi, and an intense use of vocalization, Bird situates the
performer’s body as the barometer for a new and hypothetical atmosphere. I will detail the
methods by which the body is used to describe space as well as what can be ascertained about
this space through the state of the body.

Chapter Five, “Sounding Trauma, Pain, and Depletion in the At-Work Body”
The investigation of trauma, stress, and body will depart in large part from one of the
crucial sonic and architectural moments of the work: the less than two-minute “scream solo” of
the work. This passage not only has the potential to strip mucus membranes of a performer to the
point of illness, but also depicts the sonic reaction to the source text of the libretto in the work,
taken from Roberto Bolaño’s 2666. The analysis departs from this section’s intensely high
tessitura and investigates the functioning of the twenty-nine auxiliary players and their
statuesque objectification as well as the deployment of techniques such as vocal fry, sharp
inhales and exhales, and close-pitched dissonance from singing and playing. I will then bridge
the bodily trauma present in the work with that of the source-text and the tragedies created
through the impacts of laboring within the racism and sexism of unchecked capitalism.
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To augment these more detailed analyses, I will incorporate two other works in the
conclusion as a form of speculative analysis, probing several questions of corporeal analysis that
support or speak to the analytical angles raised in in the discussion of Atolls. These two works
are Cassandra’s Dream Song—Brian Ferneyhough’s 1970 solo flute work which is now part of
the contemporary canon and sets up the physical impossibility of playing the work as one of its
central tenets; and Bethany Younge’s Oxygen and Reality—a work composed for me in 2017 for
piccolo, balloons, electronics, and lights, that engages heavily with adaptive technologies,
prosthesis, and social relationships. That which establishes a cohesion between these works are
their uniquely physical performative demands. Each work requires intense physicality to execute.
By this parameter, these compositions fall outside the confines of even many contemporary
works and invoke a musical language that builds a necessarily corporeal performance practice.
The works I have chosen to analyze here demand specialized skills of the body and therefore
pose different questions in their analysis.
Of central importance to me in this analytical undertaking is the establishment of the
framework around the performer’s bodily experience. Throughout much of music history and
corresponding analytical thought, the primary focus has been placed upon the parameters of pitch
and rhythm. However, as repertoire has evolved, the importance of these parameters, particularly
that of pitch, are explored as less significant, either through directly eschewing them, or through
exploring other modes of musical thought replete with non-pitched playing, indeterminate
rhythms or pitches, and with importance shifting more toward textural and timbral differences.
Despite this turn, I have still not found set methods to approach the analysis of such works. In
investigating where such an analytical method might begin, it is important to note that a
performer’s execution of contemporary techniques is often housed more directly within the body,
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using the instrument as an amplifier for sounds such as vocal fry, air sounds, and tongue clicks.
Indeed, in working with young composers on flute extended techniques, I often tell them that any
exhalation sound they can make without the flute, they can make through the flute. As such, I am
interested in approaching this repertoire with the mindset that if the body often becomes the main
instrument, so too can the body function as the first mode of consideration in analyzing a work.
Rather than propose a codified method of analysis, however, to invest in the multifaceted natures
of new repertoire and of different bodies, I hope to enact a mutable and spacious-enough
framework for analysis that can be altered to fit each body, each circumstance, and each
performer. In validating the bodily knowledge and experience of performers, a space is opened
that validates the widest breadth of ideas, of knowledge, and of potential to move the fields of
performance studies and theory forward. I am using my body for the maiden voyage of this
endeavor, so as to speak to what I know best and reduce hubristic possibilities of speaking to
bodily experiences that are not my own. It is my hope that my own corporeal analysis will
underline the importance of making space for others to speak to their own embodied experiences
of performance.
This dissertation finds its footing within the growing literature on embodiment and
music; for my analysis, I use the tools available to me through disability studies, trauma studies,
and post-humanism. Likely the closest relative to the work I intend to do is that of Elizabeth Le
Guin’s Boccherini’s Body: An Essay in Carnal Musicology.4 However, LeGuin’s inspiring work
and my own are very different in goals and methodology.. While the work of LeGuin focuses on
her bodily experience of performance as a means of communing with the bodily experience of
Boccherini, himself a cellist, my work does not seek to interact with the body of the composer.
4

Le Guin, Elisabeth. Boccherini’s Body: An Essay in Carnal Musicology (University of California Press,
2005).
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Instead, I hope to make a space for the performer’s understanding of a work, potentially
independent from invoking the composer’s presence: rooted in communion between performers,
audience, space, and circumstance. Vast quantities of analyses, histories, and studies seek to
grapple with a composer’s intent and prioritize the composerly presence in a performance. To
erect a parallel pathway that underscores performerly presence, knowledge, and intent grants an
autonomy to the corporeal and interpersonal aspects of a concert experience and offers a more
mutable and individual analytical framework.
While I will engage with transcriptions of lectures, popular culture magazines, and
studies, perhaps this dissertation is most inspired by Andrew Mead’s “Bodily Hearing:
Physiological Metaphors and Musical Understanding,” Susanne G. Cusick’s “Feminist Theory,
Musical Theory and the Mind/Body Problem,”5 and Bessel Van Der Kolk’s The Body Keeps
Score: The Brain, Mind, and Body in the Healing of Trauma.6
My interest in Cusick’s work, though discussed at the beginning of this introduction, is
important to underline, as she makes a crucial space for not just a body in analysis, but, more
crucially, the performer’s body. When she writes that “to deny musical meaning to things only
the performers of a work will know implicitly denies that performers are knowers, knowers
whose knowledge comes from their bodies and their minds,” she gives performers permission to
be vocal, adventurous, and personal in their analyses.7 Andrew Mead justifies this approach from
another important angle—that of the listener. His notion of kinesthetic empathy that detail the
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Cusick, Suzanne G., "Feminist Theory, Music Theory, and the Mind/Body Problem," Perspectives of
New Music 32, no. 1 (1994): 8-28.
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(Penguin Books, 2015).
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New Music 32, no. 1 (1994): 8-28.
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ways in which physiology plays a role in our metaphorical and direct experiences of music,8
greatly informs Chapter Three, “Connective Tissues: Establishing Bodily Sympathy.” Bessel
Van der Kolk’s work in the way “social engagement systems” and “the brain body connection”
incites changes in breathing patterns, heart-rate, and the endocrine system, as well as variation in
the face, throat, ear, and larynx that are instigated through witnessing such changes in others also
features heavily in the third chapter. His work in expressions of trauma impacts the fifth chapter,
“Sounding Trauma: Pain and Depletion in the At-Work Body.” Van der Kolk’s writings provide
the groundwork for assessing how one body might generate an emotional response in another,
and how this mirroring can be mapped onto the performer-audience relationship, as well as
detailing the various states a body might inhabit in response to past or present traumas.
Andrew Mead’s discussion of differently weighted times in “Bodily Hearing,”
particularly his noting of the “gravity” of time, corresponds to an important lecture of Brian
Ferneyhough’s from 1988, nearly a decade and a half following the completion of Cassandra’s
Dream Song, entitled “The Tactility of Time,” which positions musical time as somatic and
perceived within scopes of weight within the body.9
In “Feminist Theory, Music Theory and the Mind/Body Problem” Cusick posits that a
feminist theory, which mandates a theory based on the performer’s body, would consist of
questions and hypotheses.10 A feminist theory inherently makes space for individual voices, as
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Mead, Andrew, "Bodily Hearing: Physiological Metaphors and Musical Understanding," Journal of
Music Theory 43, no. 1 (1999): 1-19.
9
Ferneyhough, Brian, "The Tactility of Time (Darmstadt lecture 1988)," Perspectives of New
Music (1993): 20-30, doi:10.2307/833032.
10
Cusick, Suzanne G., "Feminist Theory, Music Theory, and the Mind/Body Problem," Perspectives of
New Music 32, no. 1 (1994): 8-28.
“For traditional music theory consists more of answers—descriptions of practices which are understood to
be objective and true—than of questions. Feminist theory, on the other hand, tends to consist more of
questions, or hypotheses around which to frame questions.”
9

“each of us speaks for sure only for herself,”11 and must detangle traditional power-structures
that are “designed to give men and women different experiences of life.”12 A feminist theory
must therefore also detangle the power-structures in musical analysis, eschewing rules and
practices painted as objective that were ordained without the influence of marginalized bodies.
Instead of faulty objectivity, I turn to Cusick’s interest in questioning, in which she probes a few
areas of particular interest to me: social and symbolic meanings in sounds and/or the production
of sounds, that which is imposed on the body in order to produce notated sounds, and sounds that
readily lend themselves to interpretation as sonic metaphors to listeners. Each of these lines of
questioning inform my own lines of analysis. Issues of the social and symbolic are pinpointed in
“Sounding Trauma: Pain and Depletion in the At-Work Body,” while metaphorical bridges in
sound and body conveyed to an audience is the central tenet of “Connective Tissue: Establishing
Bodily Sympathy Through Bodily Sound” and “Bodies as Barometers and Flexible
Geographies.”
As Cusick reminds us in her questioning of the imposition of discipline, a particular
musical work for a performer is “the performer’s mobilizing of previously studied skills.”13 The
histories of such skills are woven out of pedagogy, often primarily steeped in traditional
repertoire and modes of performance. In acquiring the necessary knowledge and skills in
instrumental playing, from the basics of setup to advanced practices of musical awareness, the
physical means of execution are paramount. Explications from instrumental teachers about
breath, posture, support, resonance, embouchure, and the fingers, hands, and arms are required in

11

Ibid., 8.
Ibid., 10.
13
Ibid., 18.
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the approach to cultivating an instrumental technique. Practices of the performing body, such as
the physical conditioning of the lips in a diminuendo, or the physical gestures that might be
endemic an individual’s expression, are significant in understanding repertoire for the performer;
from the execution of technical passagework to the enacting of the abstract expressivity of a
piece, the act of playing any repertoire is inherently an act of corporeal analysis on the part of the
performer. While this dissertation focuses on repertoire that has, in my mind, the most expansive
palette for corporeal analysis, mapping out the physicality required to execute a given work in
any genre of repertoire would provide a beautiful and fruitful mode of approaching an analytical
framework that prioritizes the body of the performer.
In his 2001 pedagogical text, The Simple Flute, Michel Debost breaks down several
aspects of technique, expression, and practice in flute-playing. Debost’s dominance in both the
performance and pedagogical world—having spent decades as part of the Orchestre de Paris, in
faculty at Conservatoire National Supérieur de Musique et de Danse de Paris and at Oberlin
Conservatory—is only matched by his dedication to exploration and thoughtful questioning
within matters of the mind and of the flute. Within many of his lessons were embedded an
understanding of the physical needs of a given virtuosic passage, a certain color, or a particular
interval. A common reminder in the practices of support might be “use your feet more than your
lips for tone production.”14 Many of his lessons acutely fixate on physicality, writing, “the weak
muscles (facial, labial, and intercostal) are the most obvious playing muscles, but use of the
strong ones (abdominal, leg, and left arm) is indispensable to the production of musical sound.”15
Debost’s foregrounding of the body in his pedagogy assists a student performer in identifying the

14
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Debost, Michel, The Simple Flute: From A to Z (Oxford University Press on Demand, 2002), 18.
Ibid., 23
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most direct way to condition their body toward improvement in building a holistic approach to
instrumental expression and attests to the long-standing importance of bodily attention and
analysis in the experience of a performer.
For some, the sound teaches the body and for others the body informs the sound, but the
two sides of this physical coin can never truly be split. From the oldest repertoire to the newest,
instrumentalists must be deeply attuned to their bodies and the physical practices of instrumental
execution. While a corporeal analysis of J.S. Bach’s Partita in A Minor for solo flute would be
realized in a vastly different way from that of David Bird’s Atolls, both works rely on the
physical knowledge and athletic conditioning of a performer. In this way, a corporeal analysis is
not a new undertaking in the work of a performer. Indeed, many stacks of sheet music, both my
own and that of colleagues, can be found with markings about embouchure positioning, air
column nuance, muscular focus, and activation of resonant cavities. While the corporeal analysis
of works in the traditional repertoire would be an invaluable undertaking, I have chosen, through
the analysis of Atolls, to begin within a work that exercises an almost hyperbolic practice of the
performing body and therefore can represent a corporeal analysis in technicolor. The theoretical
underpinnings of this dissertation, then, can be applied to more experimental works, works from
emerging contemporary repertoires, or indeed from common practice.

12

CHAPTER TWO
Introduction to David Bird’s Atolls

This dissertation explores three interlocked aspects of David Bird’s twenty-minute work for solo
piccolo and “no-less-than-twenty-nine spatialized piccolos,” Atolls. This document begins by
exploring the connections between the bodies of the performer and the listener and the way
bodily sympathy is sonically established between the two parties. This is be followed by a
chapter on ways in which bodies act as barometers for environments and what the sounding body
can describe about hypothetical environments and composed geography in Bird’s work. Lastly, I
engage with the various tendrils of trauma associated with the work, discussed through
multivalent feminist issues at play in Atolls—the physical trauma of performing it, the trauma
around which the pitch material and text are centered, and the sounds of trauma in the textural
language of the work.
David Bird’s music is marked with an energetic fervor that, even in his more
contemplative works, always threatens to burst forth. Bird has positioned himself as prominent
among a talented field of emerging composers. He is a co-director of Qubit New Music, a
curatorial, compositional, and performance-based collective in New York City, and his works
have been performed by ensembles such as Ensemble Intercontemporain, Klangforum Wien,
Audit-Vokal Dresden, International Contemporary Ensemble, Talea Ensemble, Jack Quartet, and
many others. His oeuvre “explores the dramatic potential of electroacoustic and mixed media
environments, often highlighting the relationships between technology and the individual.”16

16
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Incorporating non-acoustic or non-human events in his work, Bird frequently experiments with
acoustic space, video and visual phenomenon, theater, and complex electronics.
As a performer, I have worked with Bird frequently, collaborating with him on new
works in 2010, 2012, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, and 2019 (in the contexts of solo works; several
chamber works for TAK Ensemble, International Contemporary Ensemble, Talea Ensemble; and
a larger-scale theater work produced by Qubit). Throughout the course of bringing these new
works to life, and their continued process of performance and recording, I have garnered an
understanding of his work from multiple angles, instrumentations, and objectives. Often
influenced by books, films, and other media, Bird engages with the possibilities posed by these
invented worlds with a calculated wonder and interest in how to amplify, alter, or distort. As
such, narrative and textuality, or at least textual reference, are often present in Bird’s work. Drop
for string octet and strobe lights, composed shortly after Atolls, draws inspiration from the
writings of William Gaddis, as does Bird’s work Saloon Wars for four Disklavier pianos and
stereo tape playback. Often using electronics to expand the palette of his sounds—such as in his
opera Lonelyhearts, his chamber work House of Wires, his solo bass flute work Multiplicities,
and many others—Bird builds layers of popping and swarming instabilities, foreboding waves of
timbral friction, and synthetic expansions of instrumental textures that encompass a given space.
While Bird often preoccupies himself with space—its specific configuration or acoustic
possibilities—the electronic material of Atolls is far different than the synthetic world that
inspired Pitchfork Magazine to write, “vibrant, shirt-staining, color-squirting…amidst swirling
layers of white noise and color…I do believe a lie-down is in order”17 and served as the basis for
his former pop music and production persona, PEPEPIANO. Instead, the playback in Atolls is a
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haunting assemblage of pre-recorded piccolos, which vary from unearthly breath sounds and key
clicks to uncomfortably precise pitches measured to the hundredth of a semi-tone, requiring the
performer to remain absolutely still in order to properly produce them.
Bird’s work Multiplicities for solo bass flute and indefinitely multitracked bass flutes is
another soloist-and-prerecorded-multitrack project upon which we embarked together.
Multiplicities investigates the architectural possibilities of the performing body (see Figure. 2.1).
Born out of a project with Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s architectural journal,
Thresholds, Multiplicities does not simply multitrack the sounding performance of the flutist;
each layer is recorded in video and projection mapping software as well, so that the moving body
of the flutist, as they attempt to interpret each quasi-irrational line, is projected back a minimum
of thirteen times. The image below depicts a 3-dimensional rendering of the flutist’s bodily
composite, amalgamating the thirteen video-mapped recordings to generate the projection and
multitracked playback for a performance of the work (see Figure. 2.2). Multiplicities explores the
discrepancies and variegation of the expressive body between a single performer’s execution of
the work; the subtle bodily changes between each multitracked performance are captured and
compiled in a sculptural representation of the work. Ultimately, a series of thresholds,
parameters, and boundaries is generated—an ever-shifting perimeter to the realm of physical
possibilities rendered sculpturally. Highlighted in both performance and the sculptural rendering
is the bodily variation in repetition, and the physical nuance that must occur in the rationalizing
of contradictory parameters. Multiplicities has functioned as a concert work, as an architectural
rendering, and an installation rendering differences brought to life by the limitations of the body.
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Figure 2.1 Excerpt from Bird’s Multiplicities for solo bass flute and multitracked bass flutes
The top staff indicates the degree to which the embouchure is covered, with the highest point in the box
being an almost-detached maximum openness, the middle being an ordinary playing position, and the bottom
as completely covered. The second staff indicates the modulation of the pitch (as executed by embouchure
variation), with the highest point being sharp and the bottom being flat. The bottom two staves indicate
fingered pitch options, from which a performer can choose as the piece retraces its steps. Highlighted in red
are examples of when embouchure position is low and pitch is high, an often-contradictory result.
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Figure 2.2 Image of sculpture from amalgamated performances of Multiplicities
Pictured here is the architectural rendering performed by Thresholds Magazine at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology that accounts for the bodily movement and inconsistencies across the thirteen recorded and multitracked
iterations of Multiplicities.
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Atolls however, focuses on creating a different set of limitations on the body. The work
explores the direct physical limitations posed by the body’s own physical needs, such as its
relationship with oxygen, water, and the limits of pain. The following paragraphs detail David
Bird’s Atolls for solo piccolo and “no-less-than-twenty-nine spatialized piccolos.” These
paragraphs function as an overview of the work—its influences, structure, and musical language.
A more detailed analytical account follows in the ensuing chapters.
In Atolls, the stage is arranged in concentric circles, with the piccolo soloist in the center,
encircled by layers of audience seating. On the outer-most circle is a ring of twenty-nine
auxiliary piccolo players, or in the case of a modified performance, an eight-channel ring (see
Figure 2.3). The pitch material for the work is derived from the most salient frequencies that
occur when analyzing the specific pitch content of Janet Leigh’s iconic scream from the movie
Psycho within the resonance of a crash cymbal, and text is drawn from Roberto Bolaño’s 2666.
Bird’s techniques in Atolls incorporate traditional pitches and multiphonics, as well as
common extended techniques, such as tongue rams, key clicks, air sounds, and singing while
playing. Bird also develops several new techniques that involve shading the air sound with
ornamentation.18 Additionally, as the work unfolds, Bird inserts many additional nuanced
descriptions of techniques in text boxes on the score, which are often included in musical
examples.
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For a more in-depth understanding of the piece and the following musical examples in this document,
please see the notes for the solo performer in Figure 2.4 below.
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Figure 2.3 Performance notes from Bird’s Atolls depicting the pitch material and set-up
To the right is the stage set-up, depicting the concentric circles (the arrows in the audience seating signal a
continuation of the circular formation). To the left is the specific pitch material in Atolls.

ATOLLS is a work for solo piccolo and (no-less-than) twenty-nine spatialized piccolos. The
auxiliary performers surround the soloist and the audience. The pitch content is derived from the
twenty-nine most salient spectral components of a crash cymbal occurring (and analyzed) within
the shrill range of Janet Leigh's infamous scream from Hitchcock’s Psycho.

I

a reproduction using twenty-nine spatialized performers
(traditional proscenium not being utilized)

The surrounding twenty-nine performers execute the pitches attached to their unique spatial
positions, for example, performer 19 refers to “note 19” (as indicated below) each time they are
asked to produce a pitch in performance. Extended techniques for the larger ensemble are defined
as the piece progresses.
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Figure 2.4 Performance key
Note the importance of breath sounds (breath sound, inhale, exhale, filtered bursts of air, rapidly moving tongue
back and forth while breathing in, vocal fry) and the way the non-breath sounds make use of the body (tongue ram,
tongue click, key slapping, singing).

Solo Performance Notes:
open mouthpiece
half opened mouthpiece
closed mouthpiece
Breath sound - through instrument
Tongue Ram - rapid movement with the tongue, against the teeth
or “tuh” sound if indicated at a softer dynamic
Tongue Click - always above mouthpiece
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frequency. The mean fundamental frequency of the vibration is often
intended to interact with the rate of the key clicks.
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rapidly moving tongue
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Atolls begins with a solo comprised of gasps, vocal fries, respiration sounds, key clicks,
and singing (Figure 2.5). The initial solo culminates in a passage of high energy but low
volume—a trilling of key clicks—which beckons in the initial entrance of the twenty-nine
auxiliary players. The next large section of the work, the “vignettes,” highlights the introduction
of the auxiliary players.

Figure 2.5 First three measures of the opening solo.
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There are five vignettes in total, and each is structured the same way: a short solo
comprised of obscured text, followed by a swelling of atmospheric sounds from the auxiliary
players that fades back into the next solo (Figure 2.6). The piccolo solo from the opening is then
reprised, leading into a secondary, expanded section of solo material—largely derived from the
opening solo’s sound world—which develops into technically virtuosic playing, spanning several
registers and a rapid interchange between played and sung pitches. At the high point of this
material, the sonic floor drops out from beneath the listeners, and the auxiliary players begin a
haunting and cantilevering pitch-based swelling, joined by the soloist in ethereal lines of tenuous
tunings at quiet dynamics, which fall into an unstable dyad multiphonic of D6 and E6,
transforming in and out of breathy-sound, and is punctuated by chordal blocks from the auxiliary
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players (Figure 2.7). Following this, the material turns an abrupt corner as the soloist both
languidly and rapidly becomes locked into loops of scalar fragments that pull in and out of
breath, crescendo, and accelerations, and culminate in a D7 that is held for the duration of the
performer’s breath (Figure 2.8). When the soloist runs out of air, the auxiliary players continue
and the soloist stands, unplaying, in the center of the circle.
Figure 2.6 The first of five Vignettes, each of which take the form of solo material with text followed by sweeping
entrances of the auxiliary players
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Figure 2.7 The transition between the unstable D6 and E6 multiphonic and the scalar fragment

Figure 2.8 The first of five Vignettes, each of which take the form of solo material with text followed by sweeping
entrances of the auxiliary players
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Figure 2.9 David Bird’s Atolls: “Scream Solo”
Ornate x-noteheads are sung pitches; boxes above the staff indicate a “global filter” indicating the degree to which
the embouchure is covered.
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At the conclusion of the auxiliary player’s interlude, a caustic shift in the sounding
materials of the work is heralded by the “scream solo,” a short, minute-long section, in which the
soloist screams in their whistle register in the same tessitura as the piccolo, the highest note of
which is F7 (figure 2.9). The work ends with energized and rhythmic chordal interplay,
punctuated by interjections of the scream solo, until the last few minutes, in which the
disorienting quiets of the wavering microtonal lines of the earlier tutti section concludes the
work.
Roberto Bolaño’s 2666, from which the libretto of Atolls is taken, is a multi-part novel,
published posthumously, centered around the deaths of over a hundred women in Santa Theresa,
a fictional city on the northern border of Mexico—an allegorical stand-in for the real Ciudad de
Juárez, in which several hundred women have been murdered in a femicide ongoing since the
1990s. Bolaño intertwines the femicides with the plot-line of a mysterious novelist named
Archimboldi. The libretto of Atolls is taken from the opening of the final chapter, The Part About
Archimboldi.
The next three parts of this chapter will focus on different lenses through which Atolls
can be analyzed that bring the body to the fore. As I probe these ideas, I will explore the
phenomenon of the performer’s body using a qualitative methodology that relies on anecdata and
autoethnography. The prioritization of these methods works toward a mutable and spacious
analytical framework that can be altered to fit each body, each circumstance, and each performer.
In so doing, I hope to open up a theoretical space that validates the widest breadth of ideas,
knowledge, and potential to move the field of performance studies and contemporary analysis
forward. The reliance on autoethnography, I hope, invites more performers, all experts in their
fields, to bring their personal performing experiences as an analytical site, and thereby, highlight
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the idea of performer-driven theory in the analysis of contemporary musical composition as a
necessarily mutable construction.
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Chapter Three
Connective Tissues:
Establishing Bodily Sympathy Through Bodily Sound

As performers connect with an audience, it is their bodies that channel the performance—
the body of the performer is the locus in which live performance is housed. An impermanent
bodily condition, such as a cold or a sore throat, can hinder the expressive range of flutists and
other wind players. In a concert scenario, the audience is positioned to stare at the performer, as
the performer is positioned to reflect their stares—to take them and mutate their visual and aural
attentiveness into rapture. Our body is the vessel, bearing connection between performer and
audience.
If a performer creates a locus of connectivity emanating from their body, what ways do
the bodies of listeners react? What physical consequences of listening, particularly to Atolls,
underline the body as a site of performative connectivity? In Atolls, connective reciprocity is
kindled and expressed through respiration, time, textuality, and physiology.
Andrew Mead addresses the physical reciprocity of respiration between performer and
listener in “Bodily Hearing: Physiological Metaphors and Musical Understanding.” Mead
describes an experience in which he felt “intense” physical pain at listening to oboist Harry
Sargous perform a new work, which, in at least in one particular “patch,” required Sargous to
circular breathe.19 Mead writes, “I found myself at one point in intense pain.” This pain was

19

Mead, Andrew, "Bodily Hearing: Physiological Metaphors and Musical Understanding," Journal of
Music Theory 43, no. 1 (1999): 1-19.
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because he had been “breathing along with the soloist,” and at Sargous’ use of circular breathing,
had ceased respiration.20
It is not uncommon for listeners in any musical genre to sympathetically breathe with the
performer’s breaths—or, at the very least, within the pulse offered by the performer. During an
intimate performance that I gave of Morton Feldman’s four-and-a-half hour For Philip Guston, a
listener and his dog both fell asleep for a period of time, and, while sleeping, breathed heavily
within the pulse of the work. Despite a lack of awareness of who was entering and exiting the
space, I was acutely aware of that rich, restful breathing of human and animal sleep, as it echoed
my own breath and the work’s pulse.
For both Mead’s experience and that of the man and his dog sleeping through Feldman,
the musical content was primarily pitch-based, and the sympathetic respiration was executed
within a sound-world in which a performer’s breath is meant to be a secondary, a behind-thescenes bodily means to a musical end. What happens to the possibility of that sympathetic
respiration when, instead of the repetitive liminality of Feldman’s pitched thresholds, the soundworld is that of Bird’s textural creation: with breath itself as the primary subject matter? In the
performance notes of Atolls, Bird details the myriad variations of composed breath sounds,
including inhales and exhales with extensive ornamentation and shading. When the work is the
breath, the possibility of eliciting sympathetic respiration is augmented.
From the very opening, Atolls sets in motion the work’s breathing by an immediate
renegotiation of felt musical time (see Figure 3.1). If we are accustomed to hearing or feeling an
inhale and following it with a prolonged exhale, this paradigm is shifted in the entrance of Atolls.

20

Ibid.
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Through the entrance of the first sounds of Atolls, Bird uproots the expectations of an ordered
anacrusis followed by the agogic exhale of the first instrumental sound.
Figure 3.1a Excerpt from Bird’s Atolls, opening line
Of note is the downbeat—simple x-noteheads indicate key clicks; carets indicate an inhalation; square noteheads
indicate breath sound. Additionally, the repetitive phrasing punctuated by fermati and commas (in red, added in
workshops with composer) additionally chop up the breathing.
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In beginning the work with an inhalation sound coupled with a single key-click, the
composer offers a problematic entry. An inhale, especially for wind instruments, offers a signal
of preparation from the performer—the necessary tension before the release, the inhale as
anacrusis. Instead, in Bird’s work, the breath itself functions as a downbeat. With the breath as
downbeat, Bird plays with the perception that the inhale could function as a simple anacrusis,
with the remainder of the bar as the “actual” material. The physical execution of this breath is
also problematic as it requires the performer to prepare for the entire work from a place of
pulmonary stasis, garnering the majority of their breath for the ensuing material exclusively from
notated short inhales. The combination of the key-click and the inhale also split the possibility of
audience interpretation for the very first sound. The weight given to the key click by the
performer buoys the opening impulse between a place of anacrustic preparation and agogic
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downbeat. If the key click is given the interpretive priority, the following sounds of ornamented
exhale in the phrase are perceived as forgoing the necessary preparatory inhalation—no tension
before release, no inhale before exhale. While giving the inhale interpretive priority might rectify
the expected tension/release balance, it risks being reduced solely to a perceived anacrusis and
misleading the audience into understanding the ensuing exhalation as the downbeat.
With this bar rendered temporally obscure, an unclear system of breath is established for
the rest of the work. As the opening gesture is elaborated upon throughout the first page, the
duration of bars, and the periodicity and rhythmicity of the breath for both soloist and audience,
is rendered unstable. The relatively short duration of bars creates a patchwork of compressed
breathing—an orchestrated hyperventilation in which inhales and exhales are ornamented, jilted,
and painted askew. Particularly in bars of shorter duration, such as measures of 5/8, Bird
disallows the continuation of a stable, symmetrical breathing pattern. Even amidst bodily
confusing respiration patterns, the clarity in the sounds of breathing, rather than rhythmicity,
maintains a sympathetic link to the listeners. With the dynamic level of breathing woven into the
overarching dynamic structure of the work, respiration patterns are given priority as primary
musical material not often granted to a work.
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Figure 3.1b Excerpt from Bird’s Atolls, opening line—notated to reflect breath-lengths
Of note is the downbeat—simple x-noteheads indicate key clicks; carets indicate an inhalation; square noteheads
indicate breath sound. Additionally, the repetitive phrasing punctuated by fermati and commas (in red, added in
for
workshops with composer) additionally chop up the breathing.
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As the performer sympathetically draws the listener in to their respiration patterns, the
pattern becomes increasingly ornamented, irregularized, and oftentimes, through timbral or
contractive/expansive considerations, convoluted. These irregularities and ornamentations in the
breath can alienate listeners from the innate and necessary physicality of their own respiration.
As the layers of textural abstraction—tongue flicks, key clicks, tongue rams, and various
phonemic elements—wash over the uneven and rapidly shifting breath sounds of the opening
solo, the sounding effect emulates panting and gasping. The sharp agogic inhales barely allow a
sufficient intake of oxygen to complete an exhale for the remainder of the bar. Such a
deoxygenated situation would be even more acute for a listener than a performer, (as the
performer’s closed embouchure on the piccolo offers some resistance in their breath, allowing
for a deeper inhale in a shorter period of time). Upon completion of a bar that has begun with a
calculatedly small intake and an ornamented exhale, Bird incites a performer to gasp while
executing the next notated inhale through distorting the cycles of bodily need. Bird’s distorted
respiration cycles construct a distinctly altered, though not entirely unfamiliar, mode of
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pneumonic respiration. He preserves the inhale/exhale format of breathing, but distinctly alters
the rhythmicity and depth (see Figure 3.1a). Each inhale, though in a slightly different place than
the last, represents the beginning of one respiration cycle. Agogic accents and strong beat
placements often come from a taught or intuited physicality in rhythm and music; Bird’s agogic
parameters mandate a strong beat as more than just the combination of bodily and musical
intuition. Bird’s agogics are predicated on a performer’s physical need to breathe. Gasped
downbeats render the breathing patterns more visible, and therefore more transmittable to the
audience than in a typical work. That is to say, if Andrew Mead was sympathetically breathing
with Henry Sargous without awareness, in a work that was not an exercise in loud and distorted
breath cycles, imagine the possibilities of the respirational sympathy and kinesthetic empathy in
Atolls.
To elicit the highest degrees of sympathetic respiration between performer and audience,
the performer must express breathing patterns that can be read as authentic breath, even though
highly stylized. As such, the performer must place importance on both the character of the
breath, demonstrated through physical ramifications of breathing within the notated patterns. In a
performance in which sympathetic respiration is truly effective, the chemical response of a
listening body experiencing the work can be analyzed from the standpoint of breath-controlled
bodily composition.
In The Body Keeps Score: Brain, Mind, Body in the Healing of Trauma, Bessel Van der
Kolk discusses the effects of breathing on the heart rate and nervous system, particularly in
relation to trauma, and writes about heart rate variability (HRV), which demarks the difference in
timings between heart beats, as “the interval between two successive heart beats is never
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precisely the same.”21 A healthy heartbeat contains many irregularities: a lower HRV would
contain fewer irregularities than that of a high HRV.
Two channels of the nervous system control the heartbeat: the intrinsic and the
autonomic. Of the autonomic nervous system, both parasympathetic (PNS) and sympathetic
(SNS) branches are responsible for changes in heart rate; the parasympathetic is responsible for
rest and lowering the heart rate through stimulation of the vagus nerve, while the sympathetic,
responsible for excitation, raises the heart rate through the release of the adrenal hormone
catecholamine. In high-stress situations, the SNS becomes active and the PNS attenuates. This
juxtaposition, though helpful in short-term and high-stress situations, also has the ability to, over
time, reduce a person’s HRV through creating discord between the balance of both branches.
Those especially at risk of a reduced HRV due to a hypoactive PNS are individuals suffering
from chronic stress, or trauma-related conditions such as PTSD.22
Inhalations stimulate the SNS, increasing the heart rate, while exhalations stimulate the
PNS, which decreases the heart rate. If a low HRV is largely triggered through a hypoactive
PNS, and the PNS can become hypoactive due to unproductive inhales, the question of breathing
practices becomes imbued with a deeper importance. In many studies, changes in an individual’s
breath and breathing patterns are shown to ameliorate issues of anger and anxiety—two factors
for SNS activity.
In The Body Keeps the Score, Bessel Van der Kolk explores yogic practices as a way to
heighten HRV, particularly through the focus that yoga places on the breath and thoughtful
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breathing. If practices of thoughtful breathing can heighten an individual’s HRV, a performance
situation in which a performer can achieve a system of sympathetic respiration with the
audience, constructs the potential for an HRV-raising environment that the performer and the
audience can share. Further, in Atolls, the PNS is more actively engaged through the prolonged
exhales in comparison to the extremely short inhales (see Figure 3.1a). The process of
ornamenting the exhalations in the opening solos of Atolls potentially offers a situation in which
the PNS of the entire concert space can be more stimulated, the vagus nerve more innervated,
and the HRV given the opportunity to grow.
While positing that an individual’s HRV could undergo a long-term change from
experiencing a single performance as a form of PTSD treatment might be a stretch, this line of
thought does pose serious analytical prospects about the chemical stimulations within the body
of both performer and audience in a performance, that examination of a work through the lens of
HRV and the PNS and SNS highlight. If a given work can impact a chemical understanding of
the body and stimulate the release of chemicals controlling a body’s stress, anxiety, relaxation,
arousal, or feeling of calm, then a work can be analyzed from the scientific perspective of its
elicited chemical responses. In addressing a work through the performing body’s fluctuating
chemical makeup, and successfully constructing a scenario in which the bodies of an audience
are sympathetically stimulating these chemicals, then we can truly look toward a physiological,
chemical lens in which to approach corporeal analysis.
An analytical process that directly measures chemical releases and ratios in the body
during the course of a performance of Atolls would be a fascinating next step toward a chemical
corporeal analysis. While such an undertaking is currently outside the scope of this dissertation,
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proving the notion that we can tangibly measure a body’s chemical response to certain sounds
and actions elicited in contemporary works is an important component of corporeal analysis.
Another possible method of looking at the correspondence between the body of the
soloist and the bodies of listeners is through a focus on the facial configurations required by
techniques in Atolls and their reception by the listener. As “humans automatically react with
congruent facial reactions, i.e., facial mimicry,”23 what do the myriad facial contortions of Atolls
ask for in return from the facial muscles of the audience? And, as facial expressions can
influence emotional states in a person, what emotions could be elicited due to the facial
manipulation enacted by the myriad extended techniques in Atolls? The execution of Atolls
requires intense manipulation of minute facial muscles—particularly inflections in the eyebrows,
eyes, lips, and nose. Therefore, a fruitful locus of corporeal analysis in Atolls, and in much of the
contemporary wind repertoire, could find root in studies of the facial contortions and necessary
positioning to execute a given work, and in gauging the emotional response triggered in audience
members via mirror neurons.
In Atolls, the ‘global filter’ notation (the squares above the staff that are either fully open,
partially open, or completely filled in), denotes the degree to which the soloist covers the
piccolo’s embouchure hole with their mouth (see Figure 3.2). To execute these variances, the
soloist rolls the piccolo inward (to cover) or outward (to open) and directs both head and
embouchure either downward (to cover) or upward (to open).
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Figure 3.2 First two lines of Atolls as an example to depict the ‘global filter’ notation
Squares above the staff—either entirely open, half open, or fully closed—denote the degree to which the mouthpiece
is opened. A half-filled in square is the closest to the normal playing position, while a completely opened square
indicates a completely uncovered mouthpiece and a filled in square denotes a mouthpiece completely covered by the
performer’s mouth.
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The combination of this covered mouthpiece with, for example, the opening inhalation
causes the eyes appear to narrow slightly, the cheeks to draw inward, and the chin to drop and
elongate the face. As a 2009 Psychology Today article suggests, “Squinting or the narrowing of
the eye orbits indicates, very accurately, discomfort, stress, anger, or issues.”24 If the opening
sound of Atolls conveys, through the facial expression of the performer, discomfort, stress, or
anger, what is the likelihood of that emotion being transmitted to the audience, or felt by the
performer? An article in the Association for Psychological Science entitled “Unconscious
Emotional Reactions to Emotional Facial Expressions,” documents the capacity of a recipient of
an emotional facial reaction to mirror it both facially and emotionally.25 The authors note that
even in situations in which the emotional facial expression is relayed to the recipient for thirty
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milliseconds—not long enough to be consciously perceived—the recipient’s facial and emotional
response is, though subconscious, aligned with the emotion conveyed by the facial expressions
present in the thirty millisecond frame.
If the emotion of an individual can be unconsciously informed through thirty millisecond
frame-splicing, perhaps these types of emotional responses controlled by mirror neurons in a
listener can also be invoked through the facial expressions elicited through a performer’s
execution of extended techniques. Perhaps the necessary facial positioning can be read and
experienced as emotional to both performer and audience. Performance art often makes use of a
wide range of emotional facial expressions, although the facial expressions of instrumentalists
executing a notated score are often reduced to a means to an end and are not evaluated from this
perspective. If a study could be conducted of the chemical fluctuations in listeners’ bodies as a
response to sympathetic respiration, I would be equally curious to measure the emotional
responses of listeners through affective display or emotional expression. A study of facial
expression elicited through the physicality of non-traditional playing methods and their ability to
catalyze emotional responses could also have significant impact on compositional choices; if
facial configurations are heavily manipulated to enact notated techniques in a work, then
composers knowledgeable enough of the facial and corporeal requirements of instrumental
execution could directly compose the emotions elicited in listeners via the pathways constructed
by mirror neurons in response to the facial configurations of the performer’s execution of the
score.
The textual elements of Atolls also create clear pathways for relational understanding of
the work. While the Atolls is not dominated by libretto, the text plays an important structural and
timbral role. The libretto of Atolls is delivered directly following the opening solo in a series of
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four vignettes that introduce the auxiliary piccolos (see Figure 3.3). In these vignettes, the soloist
delivers a few brief, evocative phrases from Roberto Bolaño’s 2666: “He didn’t like the earth,
much less the forest. He didn’t like the sea either, or what ordinary people call the sea, which is
really just the surface of the sea. What he liked was the seabed. The other Earth.”26 While the
significance of these specific words is addressed at length in other sections this dissertation, the
simple use of a narrative text with third-person subject pronouns establishes text-based
relatability and connectivity.
Figure 3.3 Excerpts from Bird’s Atolls, first two solo parts from the “Vignettes”
Note the obfuscation of the text—often syllables are substituted for flute techniques and therefore subjected to a lack
of clarity.
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The use of a singular character immediately establishes a protagonist in the work and
engages the sympathy of audiences. The example of several Lieder come to mind, in which
rather than simply extolling the beauty of an environment, the music is positioned to either
reflect the singer as the first-person narrator, or to convey a character’s experience when telling a
story. To establish a deeper audience investment in the narrative of the work, the composer
introduces a third-person subject. The subject is then depicted as exceptional. With the lines, “or
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what ordinary people call the sea, which is really just the surface of the sea,” the character is
depicted as more understanding and discerning than others—only he has the knowledge of what
the sea truly is, ergo he is not ordinary. The audience perceives a sympathetic character painted
as a non-ordinary other. This sympathy is augmented by the character’s singularity. As the
libretto mentions no other characters, there is no other character subject presented in the text to
distract the audience’s sympathies, even whilst he is buoyed and surrounded by a swathe of
auxiliary players. A singular character readily becomes a protagonist, and upon him sympathies
and understanding are grafted. The soloist delivers a text and the listeners absorb it within the
context of this character; ensuing microtonal interludes are no longer abstracted, but exist in
relation to this “he” of the libretto.
In an article on literary pronouns and reading experiences, Hartung Franziska and
colleagues measured the brain activity of readers in response to the use of written pronouns (first,
second, or third) and found that third person pronouns elicited heightened arousal and immersion
of the reader. The research team measured emotional engagement with the protagonist as a term
of immersion.27 By extension, it is possible that a similar emotional result would be elicited upon
hearing the third person pronouns deployed in spoke text, like that of Atolls’ libretto.
The text also places important weight on elemental space—water in particular. With the
text’s depiction of submersion into a world of water, the sounds of the soloist breathing and
supporting as they recite the libretto paints the text and reifies its meaning within the body.
Submerged in the various liquidities of the text, and using the breath as the primary bodily
connective tissue with the listeners, the performer delivers in speech and in body a communion
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textual meaning—particularly crucial as the spoken delivery of the text is obfuscated by
interspersed extended techniques. If listeners hear the text solely as pitched and shaded
vocalizations, a submersion in the water can still be imbibed through the gurgles and gasps of the
soloist as they are swept up in the waves of the auxiliary players’ ethereal timbres that ebb and
flow like water in between each vignette (see Figures 3.4-3.7 for vignettes with inclusion of the
auxiliary parts). If a listener sympathetically inspires with the performer, then, in a sputtering,
drowning series of vocalizations and gasps issued by the performer, they will gasp before they
are submerged in a wave of twenty-nine other piccolos performing key clicks, breath sounds,
syllabic sounds, tongue rams, and sounds with no notated precedent (a shading of breath through
spit, pressure, and rapid horizontal tongue movement). In the auxiliary interjections of the
vignettes, the soloist only breathes inaudibly, in contrast to the audible periodic inhales of the
opening solo, leaving the audience to hold their breath and wait for the next inhale from the
soloist. As the audience is washed under a wave of sound, they must hold their breath and wait
for the auxiliary interjection to move into a trough. And, once finally above the water, the soloist
releases the sputtering gasped attempts at delivering a text. Each interjection of the soloist’s text
is a gasping in the trough, each auxiliary sweep, a buoyant and ominous crest and the audience is
right beside them, in the coursing waves.
The water, the seabed, and the obfuscating of the libretto is not only conveyed in texture
and timbre, but also through direct bodily portrayal and reification vis a vis the breathing patterns
of the soloist transmitted to the audience following the opening two pages of respiratory
puppeteering. Bird gives the audience concomitant sonic, textual, and bodily modes of
understanding the work, through which they can internalize Atolls as a multivalent experience.
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In the material following the communal near-drowning of the vignettes, Bird reintroduces
the breathing patterns of the opening solo. While incorporating additional and more diverse
ornamentation, Bird exploits the departure from the extreme respiratory situation of the vignettes
to render the recalibration of breathing for the following material as even more normalized.
After the radical and pneumatically traumatic patterns of near-drowning, Bird’s return to
respiratory normalcy is short-lived. The renegotiation of the opening solo first invites listeners to
reconnect in their breathing patterns—soloist and listeners breathing together—then, through
departures in phrasing and thematic development Bird expands the patterns of breath into a more
drawn-out exhaustion.

Figures 3.4-3.7 on ensuing pages, Excerpts from Bird’s Atolls Vignettes
Complete vignettes illustrating entrance of auxiliary parts and structure
Note the way the solo gives way to a wave-like entrance and exist of the auxiliary parts—particularly given their
respective techniques, comprised largely of shaded air sounds.
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Chapter Four
Bodies as Barometers and Flexible Geographies

An atoll is a ring-shaped reef. Viewed on a map, an atoll is a scattered ring of islands
peeking above the water; however the largest portion of an atoll’s surface area is submerged
under water where it provides a safe harbor for diverse aquatic plant and animal life. The coral
reef of an atoll often sits atop the cratering ring of an extinct volcano—an ancestry of fire,
noxious gas, ash, and magma. The title of any work can invoke imagery, but in naming a work
ripe with sonic allusions to environmental conditions and text about the sea after such a multifaceted geographical structure, Bird underlines the importance of geography and ecology in his
work and invites a uniquely environmental analysis of his work. Further, the
rearchitecturalization of the performance space into concentric circles—that like of an atoll—
shows his aim to investigate the construction of a new environment, a new geography (figure
4.1).
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Figure 4.1 A side-by-side of Bird’s intended set-up for Atolls and a map of the Ducie Atoll (1826) in the Pitcairn
Islands. Note the multiple layers of a circular nature.28
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The title of the work and its spatialized configuration point toward the importance of
environment and the composer’s interest in building a new environment; however, it is the
sounds of the body in Atolls that truly capture the environment of Bird’s new geography.
Through stage plots and sonic worlds, Bird constructs the atmosphere, the elemental makeup,
and the topographical understanding of a fantastical geography. Through carefully composed
bodily sounds, he grants a specialized and corporeally understood view of the world and the
physicality of its hypothetical inhabitants. The importance of the body’s place in this fantastical
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geography is highlighted through Bird’s persistent use of bodily sounds as primary
compositional material. The use of water-like imagery in the sound-world and libretto of the
vignettes asks listeners to reevaluate their understanding of the sea and demands a newly
perceived atmospheric paradigm. If the character Archimboldi, from Bolaño’s 2666, walks under
water in the seabed and calls it another earth, what happens to his breathing, to his vision, to the
ringing in his ears? If Archimboldi looks at the surface of the sea and instead of seeing the sea
itself, experiences depth and possibility, what is his experience of the air? If this curiosity and
opening up of possibility can be shared through the geography-building of Atolls, what is the
experience of the performers and audience?
Much of Atolls uses techniques that could sound without using the piccolo—nuanced
breath sounds, singing, tongue clicks, etcetera. These bodily sounds directly offer a sense of
Bird’s inferred geography. From these sounds, listeners and performers are granted more than a
compositional space; they are offered a truly physical space, in which our breathing, our singing,
and the resonance of impulses, such as a key click or a tongue ram, indicate carefully engineered
surroundings. The work transports listeners and performers, with the piccolo as their vessel, the
spatial configuration as their crow’s nest, and their bodies as their barometers. Listeners and
performers are transported physically with the piccolo as the vessel, the amplifier.
In creating a transportive, world-building concert experience, one of the most efficient
and straightforward ways to begin is with the physical space in which the concert is
experienced—that which the audience first sees when they enter the room, that which unites their
communal absorption of the work. In Atolls, the concentric layering of the concert environment’s
set-up primes the mind toward new environments on a larger scale. In its most simple sense,
seating in the round allows the performance to be observed from multiple angles—something
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that, though simple, subverts the traditional concert-space notion that the performer performs at
an audience functioning solely as a receiver. Further, in the event that a paper score is used for
the performance of Atolls, as intended for the premiere, the performer is encircled further in
multiple music stands to accommodate page turns. Because of the formatting of the pages, the
score becomes an additional concentric layer, which the soloist must circumnavigate from the
inside. The score consists of twenty-eight pages, printed on large, eleven inch by seventeen inch,
landscape-oriented paper with the solo line written along the top and the twenty-nine auxiliary
lines detailed below—to accommodate these pages, no less than five stands are used. Therefore,
audience seating is structured so that while the soloist might have their back to the listener at any
given time, they might also be directly facing the listener, or moving away while playing a line.
In the stage setup, the soloist is in the center, the audience is in several layers of
concentric circles around the soloist, and the auxiliary players form the outer-perimeter of the
circles. It is almost as though there is an arc extended from the auxiliary players to the soloist,
and back out again—a breathing musical drywall that builds the shifting world in which the
audience experiences the work, setting the stage for the atmosphere of Bird’s composed
environment. In a moment in which the soloist directly faces an audience member, it is likely
that the soloist’s face, instrument, and motion will be primarily tracked visually by the listeners.
However, when the soloist faces away, the focus might be differently directed. With less of the
soloist’s nuances to track, auxiliary players, or the other members of the audience looking back,
might become the visual focus.
This structuring of the space highlights the world-building at play in Atolls, and in
building new worlds through concert experiences more generally. The shifting circle builds an
environment in flux through the physical and sonic movement of the soloist, and the peripheral
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ring of auxiliary players, creating environmental structures that are both distinctly sonic and
physical. The spatialized auxiliary players provide sound from all around the audience,
oftentimes orchestrated to build outward from a discrete point (one player begins, and the sound
radiates out from their sonic nucleus), chords are sometimes voiced in close physical spacing, or
set across the room. Like the cascading flow of waves washing over listeners, impulses emitting
from twenty-nine encircling sources remind listeners of all the space they cannot see, a space
beyond periphery—an active, thriving world geography.
In Denise Von Glahn’s book, Music and the Skillful Listener: American Women Compose
the Natural World, she delves into several composers’ relationships to nature and its role in their
musical inner-world and compositional voices.29 In Part Two, entitled “Nature All Around Us,”
Von Glahn describes the immersive mode of experience that is activated through engagement
with the natural world. Focusing on the American composer Pauline Oliveros’s “attention to the
total environment”30 Vohn Glahn cites an article of Oliveros’s in the journal American Music in
which Oliveros writes, “natural Sounds are also full-range sounds…When you go out into
nature, sound is all around you and that immersion brings back a lot of something that’s
missing.”31 In summoning the potentials of a natural world through the immersive spatial
configurations of Atolls, Bird invokes the potential “here-and-now presence”32 of the
hypothetical environments painted in the work—the sounds are “all around you.”
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While the spatial placement of the auxiliary players, the soloist, and the audience
underlines the clear importance of looking at Atolls as the construction of a world, it is the
sounds in which listeners are immersed that make the ultimate case for addressing Atolls as a
piece that transports performers and listeners into new hypothetical geographies. There are three
sonic aspects of Atolls that make this case with the most fervor: the rate, style, and ornamentation
of the breath sounds in the work; the abundance of freedom in rhythm of the notated feathered
(or flared) beaming in the work and the weight that this notation bears on how a performer feels
and conveys time; and the ways various percussive techniques are activated, and their
consequent dynamic, weight, and acoustic on the instrument.
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Figure 4.2 Example of feathered beaming present in Atolls
Red boxes indicate moments of feathered beaming and arrows indicate the direction that the sense of the beat travel;
the first excerpt is taken from the opening solo; the second is taken from the scream solo.
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Tongue rams, key clicks, tongue clicks, and tongue pizzicati all feature heavily in Atolls.
Oftentimes, they flow in and out of one another, oscillating between percussive techniques in
swathes of feathered beaming. In a concert performer must work with the resonance of a space,
and listeners do not often expect to hear changes in the concert space’s acoustic, especially if a
player is largely in only one space. However, with the different percussive techniques in Atolls,
one hears not only the acoustic of the room, but also acoustics specific to the body of the piccolo
and acoustics specific to the body of the performer. With many of the techniques situated on the
instrument, the piccolo itself becomes the space. Likewise, many events occur in the mouth of
the performer, moving the acoustic space from the piccolo to the performer’s oral cavity.
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For example, the key click, executed through the percussive closing of a key, is, when
isolated on the instrument away from the performer’s body, without access to a significant
resonating chamber, and heard as barely more than an impulse. The key click possesses minimal
decay time and a limited dynamic; this, in conjunction with a player’s ability to activate it
separate from the resonance provided by their mouth, if held away from the body, reduces the
impulse’s vibration to solely exist primarily and almost exclusively within the resonance of the
performance space. The performer can use the instrument’s proximity to their mouth, as well as
the size and tautness of their oral cavity to control the resonance of the impulse. Bird exploits
this variance through changes in the global filter notation, as rapid key clicks oscillate between a
completely open embouchure, with the piccolo beginning to detach from the performer’s body,
and a completely covered embouchure hole. Conversely, a tongue ram is executed by a short
forceful issuance of air stopped rapidly by sealing the embouchure hole with the tongue, and is
situated inside the instrument; with the tubing length contingent on the fingered pitch it takes on
the resonance of the piccolo. In some executional styles, the tongue ram can be performed
ingressively, creating a vacuum in the oral cavity and back of the throat. In this instance, the
mouth retains an ability to shape the resonance of the sound. However, even in this style of
executing the technique, the primary resonator of the technique remains the piccolo. The tongue
click is produced through pulling the tongue’s suction off the side or roof of the mouth and
resonates most within the acoustic of the mouth. Between these three different techniques, there
are no fewer than three starkly different acoustics at play, all emanating from the soloist, but
situated within different, smaller-scale micro-acoustic and physical contexts (room, mouth,
instrument). While the use of these techniques is ubiquitous in contemporary works (with,
perhaps, the exception of the tongue click), Bird continuously juxtaposes the techniques so that
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their inherent difference in sounding acoustics is clear. For example, measure 28 (Figure 4.3)
displays the various techniques interwoven in feathered beaming—highlighting the contrasting
resonances of these specific locations in/on the body of the performer or piccolo. Feathered
oscillations between the tongue clicks and the key clicks pull a listener between the acoustics of
the mouth and the acoustics of the space. In this particular example, the “fuh” and “tuh” sounds
in the measure utilize the acoustics of all three environments: the piccolo, the mouth, and the
concert space. “Fuh” and “tuh” sounds gain resonance from both the performer’s mouth and the
body of the instrument, as they fill the front of the mouth with air, which passes over the
embouchure of the piccolo and out into the hall. The tongue click and the tongue ram occupy the
next widest space. The tongue click gains its entire resonance from the mouth as the top of the
tongue breaks suction against the hard palette, and the tongue ram resonates entirely within the
piccolo as the tongue percussively seals the embouchure of the piccolo. The key clicks
themselves have a few possibilities of activated acoustics (depending on which keys are used and
the vigor with which they are clicked), but most often rely solely on the acoustics of the concert
hall. This example of measure 28 stacks a “fuh” against a full-handed key click, a tongue ram
and several tongue clicks. Both performer and listener are pulled rapidly from instrumental and
mouth-based resonance, to neither, to just instrumental resonance, to exclusively that of the
mouth as depicted in Figure 4.3.
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Figure. 4.3 Excerpt from Bird’s Atolls, mm. 28
Each technique situated within a different physical part of the piccolo or mouth is separated into boxes. Box one
represents the “fuh,” box two represents the key click with both hands box three represents the tongue ram, and box
four represents the key click with only the left hand, and box five represents a tongue click.
The locational source of each sound is denoted in more detail in Figure 3.4.

Figure 4.4 The numbers of each technique are preserved from the boxes in Figure 4.3
This chart illustrates how each the techniques move between differently resonant acoustic spaces and their
trajectory.

Through the close juxtaposition of impulse responses within different acoustic spaces,
Bird directly points to the power of these micro-acoustical loci to spark an interest in
recontextualized space, and, perhaps more dramatically, posit a space in which the environment
is in flux—an atmosphere and architecture not necessarily governed by a recognized chemical
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makeup, or earthly atmospheric physics. In Atolls one can be pulled into different acoustic spaces
in almost no time, as a listener is engulfed in a series of percussive impulses that trace to
distinctly different resonant spaces and different shifting atmospheres. While the myriad
percussive techniques portray the changes in resonant space with the largest breadth, Atoll’s
creation of other-worldly is perhaps nowhere as obvious as in the oscillations between singing
and playing interwoven in feathered beaming structures. In these figures, the two different
sounds oscillate rapidly enough to almost overlap. Instead, the two differently executed, yet
similarly sounding, timbres become one entity comprised of both sounds. In the sung pitches, the
sound has a richer spread of overtones and travels directly from the soloist’s mouth—resonating
in the soloist’s head and upper torso. The pitches played on the piccolo, however, resonate in the
body of the piccolo and travel forward from the instrument slightly less directly, as sound is
emitted from the body of the piccolo as well as the embouchure hole. In this way, the blending
oscillation between these two sounds richly highlights the timbral similarities between the
piccolo and the voice in this register and the trajectory and resonant space of each sound creates
a rapid oscillation between two distinct environments.
If, as I posit, Atolls aims to create a hypothetical hyper-geography, what are the bodily
repercussion or indicators of this hypothetical shifting experience? In the examination of Bird’s
locationally inferential acoustic changes, the body—its behaviors and responses—can be used to
assess the implications of a posed hypothetical space. For example, if Atolls calls into existence
the creation of an under-water world, how does this new atmosphere express within the body and
what are the bodily repercussions in listeners of being thus transported? Changes in the body as
a result of an implied locational change in Atolls calls into memory for me a rather wellcirculated video of an octopus, changing colors as it sleeps, presumably dreaming of hunting a
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crab. Viewers watch the octopus mutate from a pearly white to a robust near-invisible darkness
and, as it settles down to eat its dream-crab, to a mottled expression of yellowish sea-bed
camouflage. In so much as the color of an octopus is an expression of their surroundings and
activity, that such color changes are also expressed when the environment and activity in its
waking life are located only in the octopus’s mind as it dreams begs the question of how physical
conditions in human bodies can be altered through states of the mind in a concert scenario.
In Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s The World of Perception, he ascribes a change in space to be
registered through the body’s calibration to the space, writing, “the variation which occurs from
one place to the other is one of physical conditions…which effect certain changes in the bodies
which move around with them.”33 For example, a given place might effect a body to sweat more
or less—changing skin conductivity. A different place might induce shivering and the body to
draw inwards and the shoulders to tense; a place might alter the manner in which a body
breathes. In Atolls, the renegotiation of a place is first indicated through the work’s immersive
configuration and underlined through spatial stacking within the micro-acoustics of various
percussive techniques. However, the most pronounced bodily change in the work is embedded in
the rhythm, rate, and depth of pneumatic respiration composed into the work from its onset.
“Perception signs are always…spatially bound,” writes Jakob von Uexküll in his A Foray
Into The Worlds of Animals and Humans as he introduces the idea of Effect Space.34 Describing
the sensation in which, with eyes closed, one can reach out and move their limbs, and, though
unable to see where one’s limbs are moving, their positioning, direction, and movement can be
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measured and distinguished; Uexküll likens Effect Space to kinesthesia.35 If kinesthesia is the
body’s sense of its own muscular movement, I would argue that a body’s Effect Space is also
activated through an individual’s awareness of the calibration of their respiration patterns and
depth.36 That is to say, if an octopus dreams in color, in a performance space we dream in breath.
Physical changes in a space and specific potential activities are tracked through the manner of a
body’s pneumatic respiration pattern and depth. Ergo, while a breathing-sense is akin
kinesthesia, but in reference to atmosphere and the potentials of a physical space, breathing also
extends further to ascertain the potential physical condition or activity of a body in that space.
Breathing orients a body, acting as the body’s barometer and interlocutor with the environment.
To experience Atolls is to experience the changes effected on the body induced by changing
physical conditions between spaces, or between hypothetical spaces rendered in the mind
through composed sonic activity, reified through the kinesthetic orienteering of the body’s
breath.
While I have already discussed the breathing patterns in the opening solo in Chapter
Three, examining them as a barometer for the atmosphere of Atolls’ geography offers a
fascinating insight into the physical expectations and ramifications of Bird’s new world. The
shifting time signatures of the opening, coupled with liberal use of fermati, pauses, and
ornamentation gives the breathing an unnatural shape and rhythmicity. In a few self-help style
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guides on the “consequences of sucking at breathing,”37 the steady rhythmicity of breath is
underlined as a crucial aspect: “through available scientific evidence and research, the current
article aims to review the complementary role of rhythmic breathing…as a practical and
effective tool to alleviate stress, improve health, and increase wellness.”38 In the type of mindful
breathing employed by Bessel Van de Kolk in his healing yoga practices, one can picture the
deep yogic inhale followed by a slightly elongated exhale. In mindful breathing, in which the
respiratory system is hard at work, inhalation occurs through the nose and exhalation through the
mouth. In Atolls, both the rhythmicity of breath and its most effectively routed pathways are
distorted, as the performer gasps their inhales of cold air orally.
As discussed, in most instances, an experienced listener would expect to hear a performer
breathe before beginning a phrase—the necessary physical anacrusis. While this is of course true
of wind players and singers, the same can often be said for other instrumentalists, especially with
musicians making chamber music. The breath is the physical anacrusis to the whole work, the
necessary inhale for the exhale of the phrase. For wind players, these breaths are practiced in
myriad different contexts, and often an agenda for the opening breath is supplied by the
character, dynamic, tessitura, and physicality of the following phrase. As discussed in Chapter
Three, Atolls requires that the soloist must begin from a place of pulmonary stasis—a blank
slate—having exhaled just enough of their air so that they have sufficient pulmonary space for
the opening inhalation, and yet not so much that a premature inhale becomes necessary. It is that
first inhaled triplet eighth note of the work that provides the entire air supply for the ensuing
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phrase. From studying my own breathing, I know that my at-rest mindful breathing is most often
an inhale for 2-3 seconds and an exhale for 4 or 5 seconds. If this breathing is a 3:5 ratio, then
the opening statement clocks in as an uneven 1:9 breath ratio (see Figure 4.5). While this is the
method by which all wind and vocal music is executed, in traditional playing an airy sound is to
be avoided and the air is hyper-utilized so that the breathing practices themselves are rendered
musically inaudible. The performance of air sounds in Atolls is an inherently inefficient practice,
as it requires that a surplus of air spill over the mouthpiece and create enough friction against the
embouchure and instrument to sound. To take a breath of this relative shortness through the
mouth also does not follow the good breathing practices of athletes, yogis, or the mindful
breather. Inhaling though the mouth is harder on the lungs, as the nose filters and warms the air
before bringing it in for processing and distribution. Therefore, the opening gestures of Atolls
provide a performer with two “bad breathing” practices. In Atolls, the work is the breath,
rendering the irregularities of the breath or consequent impurities much more important. With
this said, it is important to underline the contrast between the functions of air in traditional flute
performance technique and in that of Atolls. Traditional flute performance stretches breathing
ratios and performers almost never breathe through their noses, however in such works, the
breathing is not meant to be noticed—the breath is simply the physical mechanism for executing
the notated work.
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Figure 4.5 Labeled breathing in opening solo respiration
The uneven inhalation/exhalation ratios of the main breathing figure at the beginning of Atolls. In measure one, box
1 is an inhale lasting one triplet eighth note, with the rest of the 6/8 bar as exhale (box 2). In measure two, box 2
represents a triplet eighth inhale, followed by the rest of the 5/8 as the exhale (box 4).

The physical strangeness of the respiration in the solo material of Atolls is almost
normalized by Bird’s consistent reinforcement. In the event that one does not feel the
normalization of the breathing patterns, the repetition of the breathing at least functions
as an invitation to speculate about scenarios in which such breathing could be
normalized, in which this breathing might simply be the expression of breath within the
context of a different set of respiratory needs. Such needs would be those required by a
world in which a body inhales sharply and, upon exhalation, croaks and bubbles with
percussive vibration. A world in which that which fills the lungs is a different texture, a
different weight than our Earthly air, and is therefore imbibed differently. The rattled,
sharp rhythmic breathing of the solo material is the process of undergoing a pulmonary
realignment necessary to inhabit Bird’s rendered world.
Bird’s continued emphasis of the textual or sonic allusions to inhabiting watery
landscapes highlights the importance of exploring bodily reconditioning to adapt to new
environments. As the auxiliary instruments continuously wash over the solo material with
wave-like periodicity, the soloist’s text is obscured, as though they are speaking under
60

water—or, at least speaking in some atmospheric condition in which the material that
surrounds them is heavier than the air they exhale while speaking and rushes into their
mouth as they open it to speak. While the text of the vignettes reads “He didn’t like the
earth. Much less the forests,” the performer in fact executes, “he nn li earthhhhh. Muh
leh ss the for esssss.” This already convoluted text is interrupted by key clicks, inhales,
tongue, rams and tongue clicks. In the execution of this text embedded within the swells
of the auxiliary instruments, Bird creates a scenario in which the soloist is submerged in a
watery atmosphere, coming up only for enough time to sputter out convoluted phonemes.
Figure 4.6 Example of feathered oscillation between singing and playing, as present in the Scream Solo
Italicized x-noteheads indicate sung pitches
Sung Pitches
Played Pitches
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Perhaps in Atolls the laws of physics are different and the atmospheric blend, conveyed to
the listeners in the ever-shifting acoustical space of the performance, is more akin to that of a
science fiction novel than to Earth. The feathered beaming, which Bird uses to highlight the
juxtapositions of his swirling micro-acoustics, influences the somatic understanding of space and
time in the work, and paints a deeper portrait of the potential chemical makeup of the
environment of Atolls. Timony Morton’s Hyperobjects, posits the hyperobject as something
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“massively distributed in time and space relative to humans.”39 He depicts hyperobjects as
viscous, as they cling to that with which they interact. Morton writes
Light itself is the most viscous thing of all, since nothing can surpass its speed.
Radiation is Sartre’s jar of honey par excellence, a luminous honey that reveals
our bone structure as it seeps around us. Again, it’s not a matter of making some
suicidal leap into the honey, but of discovering that we are already inside it. This
is it folks, this is ecological interconnectedness…Hyperobjects are viscous.
(Morton, 32).
Morton’s poetic descriptions of viscosity, and the way it clings to the entities within it,
creates a potentially fruitful method of looking into the reinvented atmospheric
conditions posited in the rhythmic and percussive makeup of Atolls. In this scenario, the
performance experience expands, with each altered breath and oscillation of acoustic
space, into a hyperobject. A performance of the work builds a new geography,
constructed through physical and sonic ordering, reinforced through the clashing
acoustics of various sounding techniques and reified through an adaption of breathing
patterns of techniques. The performance activates an alternate atmosphere, one born of
the viscosity of feathered percussive and vocal techniques and their somatically felt time
and spatial changes, physically internalized through the breathing mechanisms of the
work. If hyperobjects exist on an unfathomable scale, a conglomerated and irrational
acoustic must be a hyperobject. If the amalgamation of acoustics in Atolls, is too replete
with spatial multiplicities to fathom within a standard paradigm of physical
dimensionality, then the work creates a hyperobject of atmosphere. However, I would
propose that the space built by Bird through this summing is, more accurately described
as a hypergeography—a geography that exists in multiple spaces at once. A
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hypergeography would possess multiple chemical makeups, multiple atmospheric layers,
and multiple acoustic spaces. In the hypergeography of Atolls, the viscosity of the
hyperobject still “seeps around us” as the sounds pull together and cling to the various
acoustical spaces, washing the listeners in its sticky, viscous conundrums.
Morton’s implied definition of viscosity is that it clings to what to touches. The Oxford
English Dictionary defines viscous as:
In scientific use, the tendency of a liquid or gas to resist by internal friction
the relative motion of its molecules and hence any change of shape; the
magnitude of this, as measured by the force per unit area resisting a flow in
which parallel layers unit distance apart have unit speed relative to one
another; also called absolute or dynamic viscosity; kinematic viscosity, the
dynamic viscosity divided by the density of the fluid.40
The frequent use of feathered beaming with varying percussive techniques and those that
oscillate between sung and played pitches in Atolls sets up a rhythmic viscosity in
addition to the acoustic stickiness—an internal friction of figures sticking to, yet pulling
from, gradients of somatically weighted time. The rhythmicity of feathered beams takes
on a tangibility, as though each gesture scoops up a palm full of cheap honey. Pulling
between 8th notes and 64th notes, these feathered gestures impose a saturated sound,
which, because of the alternation between techniques and the tessitura of the piccolo,
provides a sense of buoyancy and lightness. The somatic time is rendered as a sweeping
lilt, pulling from point A to point B and back again. It is a magnetism, a stickiness, a
disturbed gravity. To execute these gestures is to feel the sense of time and its interior
rhythm exist in multiple locations at once; the shoulders pull back as the gut lurches
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forward and the feet root down deeply, digging into the constantly renewing turf. The
rhythmic stickiness of Atolls’ ubiquitous feathered figures is the acoustic stickiness of the
air we breathe, it prescribes the atmospheric makeup of Bird’s speculative
hypergeography of the ever-shifting acoustic spaces that Atolls beckons us to inhabit.
In examining the atmospheric conditions that Bird creates sonically and
demonstrates through the body’s patterns of speech and breathing, the notion that
something is different about air permeates both performance and analysis. Perhaps it is
that this air is viscous, or at least more viscous than the air of Earth; it could be weighted
similarly to water. The physical barometer that points in this direction is underlined
through several smaller gestures in the soloistic material: the sticking and pulling of the
feathered beaming, or the sliding up of the singing and playing passages. These repeated
sonic pallets are often felt as viscous not only because of the manner in which they cling
to point A before seeping over to Point B, but also because of the way they often consist
of different sonic entities and acoustic potentials. Whether the combination of tongue
clicks and key clicks, or of singing and playing, the viscous interplay they create and
their sounding consistency is a result of the internal friction of texture.
In conclusion, I propose that because of the attention to environmental detail from
the conceptualization of the stage and audience set-up to the inclusion of atmospherically
oriented questioning text as the sole libretto, and the sonic painting of wave-like
periodicity and submersion, Atolls should be analyzed from the perspective of invented
geographical and environmental possibilities. And, further, that these possibilities,
depicted through the aforementioned aspects of the work, are physically reified through
the prolonged and highlighted breathing passagework and obfuscation of spoken
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materials. It is this intense respiratory passagework that uses the performer’s body as a
barometer to simultaneously test and depict the atmosphere, viscosity, and viability of
Bird’s invented world.
That which can be ascertained about the geographic state of Atolls is first, that
through the use of percussive and mouth sounds with differently sourced acoustic loci in
the somatically felt time of notated feathered beaming, a sense of multiplicity is present
in dimensionality and in the physical rules of posited environmental conditions.
Secondly, the vignettes, through depicting of other-worldly possibilities (“the other
Earth”) and the swell and diminish of wave-like textures, paint an in-depth illustration of
the world in which such a posited environmental condition exists.
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Chapter Five
Sounding Trauma: Pain and Depletion in the At-Work Body

While the previous parts of this dissertation explore environmental, geographic, or
atmospheric change as painted sonically and reified physically, this section will focus on
the sounds, performance techniques, and context in Atolls that signal to bodily duress.
From the respiration and gasping of Bird’s constructed world, to the very source material
of the pitch content and libretto, the sounds of duress and struggle frequent the world of
Atolls. This chapter discusses the multivalent feminist issues, including performerly
trauma of the body, reflecting the larger feminist framework of the piece through detailed
examination of the libretto’s source text and surrounding history, the sounds of pain in
the work, and my own physical pain in executing the work.
Perhaps the most concrete explorations of the trauma in Atolls is within the source text of
Bird’s fragmented libretto.41 Uttered exclusively during the vignettes, the soloist offers this text
to the audience amidst a kaleidoscope of obfuscating techniques. While obscured in its delivery,
that this is the sole text in the work emphasizes the importance of these words in understanding
of Atolls. Further, these phrases from 2666 function as a crucial structural pillar in Atolls’ form.
Only upon the soloist’s speaking of this text do the twenty-nine auxiliary players begin to
perform—almost as if the utterance of Bolaño’s text activates these encircling performing
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“He didn’t like the earth. Much less the forest. He didn’t like the sea either. Or what ordinary people
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Bolaño, Roberto, “The Part About Acrhimboldi,” in 2666 (Adelphi Edizioni spa, 2013), 639.
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bodies. As 2666 centers around the unresolved femicide of over 400 women, that a recitation of
text from the novel entreats twenty-nine bodies in a dark peripheral circle to animate and begin
their labor underlines the importance of this text from both structural and narrative viewpoints.
The novel from which the libretto is sourced, 2666, includes two main story-lines: that of
Hans Reiter (nom de plume Archimboldi)—an enigmatic German author—and that of the murder
of 112 women from 1993 to 1997 in the fictional city of Santa Theresa, which allegorically
stands in for Ciudad Juárez. The text from Atolls is the opening paragraphs of “Part Five: The
Part About Archimboldi,” which directly follows “Part Four: The Part About the Crimes.” “The
Part About the Crimes” describes the murders of hundreds of women in detached and brutal
detail. While the novel portrays four years and 112 deaths, the femicide in Ciudad Juárez is
ongoing; at the very lowest estimate, more than 400 women have been murdered.42 Not a single
murder has been solved and no conclusive evidence exists or has been found. An excerpt from
the opening of “The Part About the Crimes” reads:
The girl’s body turned up in a vacant lot in Colonia Las Flores. She was dressed
in a white long-sleeved T-shirt and a yellow knee-length skirt, a size too big.
Some children playing in the lot found her and told their parents…This happened
in 1993. January 1993. From then on, the killings of women began to be counted.
But it’s likely there had been other deaths before…Five days later, before the end
of January, Luisa Celina Vásquez was strangled. She was sixteen years old,
sturdily built, fair-skinned, and five months pregnant…Midway through February,
in an alley in the center of the city, some garbage-men found another dead
woman. She was about thirty and had been dressed in a black skirt and a low-cut
white blouse. She had been stabbed to death, although contusions from multiple
42

López, María Encarnación, “Femicide in Ciudad Juárez is Enabled by the Regulation of Gender,
Justice, and Production in Mexico,” London School of Economics: Latin American and Caribbean
Analysis Blog. February 15, 2018. Accessed January 20, 2020.
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patriarchal approaches to gender violence. The victims of killings and disappearances are presented as
prostitutes, and those who investigate are seen to be staining the city’s good name. Mexico’s lax justice
system and the free-trade zones of the maquiladora industry provide the enabling context… In Ciudad
Juárez, 913 women have been reported murdered since 2010, and 3,000 women have gone missing since
the mid-1990s. In 2017 alone, 86 femicides were reported, up 34% on 2016. Many now see this as
an uncontrolled pandemic in the city and a central issue for social justice and human rights in Mexico.”
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blows were visible about her face and abdomen…The murder of Isabel Urrea,
covered the first three days by her radio station and paper, was explained as a
frustrated robbery…the next month…a dead woman was found in a dump…In the
complex stood the buildings of four maquiladoras where household appliances
were assembled.43
It is no coincidence that the ring of auxiliary players in Atolls is not an exact number. With the
prescription “no-less-than,” we are granted the notion that these bodies can be just that: bodies.
The lack of specificity reinforces the recognition that just as we know that there are “no-lessthan” 400 recorded femicides from Ciudad Juárez, this number represents the lowest death-count
and there are countless more. A recognition such as this deploys and plays with the ideological
poison out of which this tragedy spawns: that female bodies and laboring bodies are fungible.
The figure of “no-less-than” 400, or “no-less-than” twenty-nine is one that pointedly fails to
account for any individual. It is a number that can, and will, continue to rise above this smallestknown-quantity. In several accounts of the femicide in Ciudad Juárez, language that addresses
the unknowns of “no-less-than-X” is often deployed. Reports say:
The official toll is 260 women killed since 1993, but local women's groups
believe the actual number is more than 400.44
Officials estimate the number of femicides in Ciudad Juárez exceeds 500 women
as of 2010; however, there is a widespread consensus that this official number is
far lower than the actual body count. Furthermore, the official number only
includes the “found bodies,” not the missing ones, which “number in the
thousands,45
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More than 370 young women and girls have been murdered in the cities of
Ciudad Juárez and Chihuahua - at least a third suffering sexual violence.46
Ciudad Juárez, and much of Chihuahua, is marked by maquiladoras: factories owned by
foreign companies that export manufactured products to home countries of the factory-owning
corporations. Maquiladoras are notable for underpaying their employees, environmental
contamination, and physically destructive work environments and cultures. These maquiladoras
play a central role both in the real femicidies in Ciudad Juárez, and in the novel. Women, many
of whom were employed by maquiladoras, are murdered in maquiladora parking lots, while
commuting to or from maquiladoras, and in nearby ravines or other locations proximal to
maquiladoras. Although this relationship between the maquiladoras and the femicide speaks to
the ubiquity of maquiladoras in Juárez, it also centralizes the murders around the at-work female
body and the engrained sense of fungibility and abstraction that makes the space for this type of
trauma and violence. Numerous studies and reports, conducted by Amnesty International,
Human Rights Watch, and several independent and institutional research groups, underline a
connection between the maquiladoras and violence. Often, as in the case of Ciudad Juárez’s
femicide, it is female employees of maquiladoras who are sexually assaulted and murdered in
the ongoing femicide.
The literary and historical background of Atolls’ libretto points toward physical violence
of people in marginalized positions and the resultant societal and personal traumas; women are
further marginalized by race and by their status as laborers. This, in addition to the sheer number
of women affected, renders them an abstracted entity: compounding the modes through which
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factory workers are historically rendered abstract; consumers purchase goods produced with the
atrocious labor practices of unchecked capitalism and ignore the conditions of labor in the
creation of goods. In this context, abstraction kindles the fires of marginalization, which, in turn,
creates an environment more physically hostile to female Latina laborers.
The “no-less-than” 29 auxiliary performers present in Atolls and their physical
arrangement sonically and physically highlight the abstraction of laborers working in the
conditions perpetuated by unchecked capitalistic imperialism. In a large-scale performance, in
which no-less-than twenty-nine players encircle the audience, listeners would have their backs
turned to the players to whom they are closest and would have to make extra effort to see the
individual players they might be hearing at close range. This designed willful ignorance to the
labor of several of the auxiliary players parallels that of our capitalistic interaction with laboring
bodies. Listeners sit with their back to their most proximal laboring human, while looking at
another player, or other players, performing a different, but similar task. Listeners hear the sound
of piccolo playing at different proximities; however, it is the body across from them, most
conveniently situated in their field of gaze, that stands in for the work of their rendered-invisible
colleagues. The work of the auxiliary players outside the listener’s line of sight is abstracted and
while their playing, their labor, is necessary, their bodies and individuality become fungible.
Visually erased, only the products of their labor are granted importance.
Additionally, the performance space is dark, with only enough light for the players to see.
The lighting from a stand light shines the smallest halo onto the bodies of the auxiliary players as
it illuminates their scores just enough to allow them to continue their work, as if mirroring the
working conditions granted to, and the perceived fungibility of, female factory workers. Instead
of illuminating them fully, or even enough to render them seen, each player has only enough
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light to do their job. In this way, each body in the space, except that of the soloist, is abstracted in
some capacity. Each player plays to the back of someone’s head with minimal light that does not
visually acknowledge their individual physical presence in the space.
Further, the intonation in Atolls, often specified in the score down to the hundredth of a
semitone, heightens the physically demanding nature of work and annuls certain expressions of
bodily individuality in performance. Just as a smile is legible in someone’s speaking and singing
voice, a trained ear, in listening to a flutist, can hear the sound of their shoulders rising, their eyes
widening and their right arm pushing. Humans are trained in the sounds of smiles in speaking,
and, as a flutist trained in the physical nuances of fluting, these sonic trails are also obvious. One
of the most present sounding spaces in which physical movements can be traced is in intonation,
particularly in that of the overtones and their relationship to each other and their fundamental.
The specificity of intonation in Atolls paralyzes movement in a player’s arms, neck, legs, head,
and face. Throughout the twenty-nine auxiliary parts, pitches differ from standard equaltempered frequencies by a range of three to forty-nine hertz and, while often written in the solo
part as rounded up or down to the nearest standard quarter-tone/sixth-of-tone deviation, are
necessarily specific in the auxiliary parts. Each player’s part largely centers around one intensely
exact pitch, which requires near immobility to execute with the necessary precision. While the
physical rigor to execute pitch specificity is crucial to the performance of any instrument, for no
western-concert instrument is it more important than for piccolo. Because of the instrument’s
size, the smallest deviation of embouchure or body can radically change the pitch. In recording
the auxiliary tracks for Atolls, I struggled to locate exact pitches (for example, 835.32 hz or
702.63 hz) and then recreate it with consistency. To achieve the desired specificity in the
recording process, I retuned my instrument for each line and section to get as close to possible to
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the notated pitch. With a highly specific tuner I would find the necessary facial configuration for
the pitch and freeze, with the recording engineer aware that instead of verbal communication, the
silence meant I was prepared to record the lines of 702.63 hz.47 While the context of recording
allowed my tuning the physical time and space necessary to calculate each pitch, it falls to the
auxiliary players to exact these pitches in real-time. In a work so bound up in multiplicity, the
richly nuanced variety present in an array of twenty-nine different piccolo players is compressed
by the restrictions Atolls places on their physical movement. These restrictions are not written
into the score in any way other than that of pitch specificity—the repealing of any physical
motion (and in many ways, the resultant individuality) in the sound is a demand placed solely by
the labor of the pitch material.
The pitch-makeup of the work and the stillness required by its means of production
further renders the bodies of auxiliary players abstract, as now, they are not only unseen, but the
traces of their physical individuality in performance must be eliminated to better serve their
work. The specificity of the pitches requires bodies to be less expressive, or risk altering the
pitch, stripping the auxiliary players of yet another layer of possible performance-based
personhood. Listeners are surrounded by “no-less-than-twenty-nine” faceless bodies, perfectly
immobile, intensely engaged and frozen in their labor, in their creation of a product that is not
their own in near-darkness.
The pitch material of Atolls has an origin that extends deeper into the world of harm
against women’s bodies and the entitlement of male bodies to make conditions in which female
bodies exist. Bird derived the pitch material for Atolls from the most salient pitches present in an
analysis of Janet Leigh’s iconic scream in Hitchcock’s Psycho within the spectra of a resounding
47

Perhaps the gendered implications of the necessity of being so still as to not even be able to move
enough to speak should be speculated about, but, for now, they wait.
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crash cymbal. Using the software SPEAR, the resonant frequencies of the crash cymbal were
analyzed alongside the scream. Noting the similarities between the dominant frequencies, Bird
selected the twenty-nine most prominently shared pitches between the two impulses. The breadth
of pitches from the summed crash cymbal and scream were separated into discrete entities—
teasing out important nodes from one another, isolating them, and reducing the number to only
those most salient—leaving twenty-nine of the most present pitches. The use of the scream—an
iconic, and thankfully in this case, fictional murder of a woman—underlines the role of the
twenty-nine auxiliary players and highlights the issue of male-exceptionalism and entitlement to
women’s bodies that fuels everything from harassment, to problematic interpretations of women
in media, to the ongoing femicide of hundreds of women in one city. In Atolls, the circle of
twenty-nine bodies are frozen and united. Immobilized and harkening to the factory workers of
maquiladoras, they pour all of their effort into playing an abstracted fragment of the sound of a
woman being murdered.
In preparing Atolls, I listened to the clip of the scream and shower scene on YouTube. It
feels worth noting that the view counts on the various videos posted from this scene reach into
the many tens of millions. Why? Surely part of this is the important place it holds in the oeuvre
of a lauded director and that the musical iconography of the scene has become a familiar trope.
But what predilection for malicious and misogynistic tendencies does this expose as commonplace in a community’s consumption of culture? How can we continuously rationalize such
proclivity toward violence against women, depicted ad nauseum in media. And, how does the
constant space made for violent and misogynistic media depictions engage in a cyclical retraumatization of women while building the notion of femicide and brutality into the
iconographic?
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While this scene from Psycho has perhaps been viewed so many times because of film
buffs, it feeds a culture that sees violence against a woman and the culture of trauma, its ubiquity
renders this as something commonplace and accepted, that can be isolated, uploaded and
consumed. The act of isolating and uploading the scream is strikingly similar to the process of
chopping up the scream into twenty-nine isolated and salient pitches: isolate, excise, render,
upload. In the labor practices of production, such as that which is present in maquiladoras,
female workers are abstracted from what they have created through their reduction into laborers
creating single components of a product, and socially through a cycle of reduced access to a
vocal and political space. In the labor practices of Atolls, players are abstracted through their
reduction to single pitch components, spatialization, lack of light, and very performerly title. In
the source material for the pitch in Atolls, once again the female presence is abstracted, this time
reduced into components that resonate within the spectra of a resounding crash cymbal. That
Psycho is an “important” film hardly outweighs the real, daily violence against women. Depicted
by Washington Post writer, Monica Hesse in her piece, The Perils of Being a Woman Who’s Just
Asking to be Left Alone, following the recent murder of Mollie Tibbetts, who rejected a male
advance while on a run, Hess writes, “We were just thinking about the times we have been
approached by strangers in everyday places, wondering if we could reject them politely and
move on with our days or if this time we would end up in the trunk of a car.”48
Bird created Atolls in a culture that commodifies women so readily that a three-minute
clip of a solitary naked women being stabbed to death is watched out of context several millions
of times. Further, multiple co-workers also accused Alfred Hitchcock of sexual harassment.
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Monica Hesse, “The Perils of Being a Woman Who’s Just Asking to be Left Alone.” Washington Post,
August 27, 2018, https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/the-perils-of-being-a-woman-whosjust-asking-to-be-left-alone/2018/08/26/fac644ec-a7b7-11e8-a656943eefab5daf_story.html?noredirect=on&utm_term=.a7df2407281c.
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Thus, the damning picture features a woman, naked and alone, performing a basic hygienic
task—in a movie directed by an accused perpetrator of sexual harassment. She is stabbed by a
man she knows and to whom she tried to be polite. In keeping with the premise of female bodily
fungibility present in the labor-force of unchecked capitalism and the “no-less-than” twenty-nine
auxiliary players, the shower scene used not only Leigh’s body, but also the body of Marli
Renfro, Playboy cover girl, as a body double. She received minimal recognition for her role, and
a $500 payment, compared to Janet Leigh’s $25,000 (compared to Anthony Perkins’ $40,000).
This exchanging of women and Renfro’s minimal recognition paints laboring woman, once
again, as interchangeable. Again, women are being replaced in working environments. And
underpaid. And killed.
It is no coincidence that 2666 centers around femicide, and yet the libretto fails to allude
to these murders, thus further abstracting the working women who form inform the role of the
auxiliary players. In lieu of a story from women, the soloist presents the story of a man. The text
deployed in Atolls is not from “The Part About the Crimes,” but rather the “The Part About
Archimboldi.” The text presented and uttered by the female soloist is all about “him.”

He didn’t like the earth. Much less the forest. He didn’t like the sea either, or
what other people call the sea, which is really just the surface of the sea. What he
liked was the seabed, the other earth.49

49

Bolaño, Roberto, “The Part About Acrhimboldi,” in 2666 (Adelphi Edizioni spa, 2013), 639.
Emphasis my own
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Figure 5.1 The Vignettes
The text from the vignettes in Atolls as configured in the score and as written above.
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The text almost critiques the way a general audience engages with the gendering of
representation. While the reference to the fetishized murder of a woman in a shower is left only
to the performance note and countless women being murdered in maquiladora parking lots are
made into a circle of shrouded and immobile laboring statues, the only pronoun used in Atolls is
“he.” The only character made prominent in this otherwise female-centric art is male.
Furthermore, he is a man painted to be more knowledgeable or discerning about the nuances of
the world than the average person. He is the archetype of the entitled male figure, the archetype
of hegemonic complacency. It is he who knows that the surface of the sea is not the sea, it is he
who can walk along the seabed and experience a different world. Further, in a story detailing the
labor and murder of Latina women in Chihuahua, the character who actually receives any spoken
recognition and pronouns is a white European. As discussed in Chapter Three, establishing a
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protagonist establishes a possibility for sympathy, a possibility for empathy. It is this possibility
that paints even more starkly the picture that Bird details, building the allegory of masked,
immobile bodies, activated only for augmenting sympathy for male exceptionalism in the
libretto’s protagonist. Perhaps it is that in the selection of a male-gendered pronoun, Bird sought
to distance my role as the soloist from the trauma, as an analysis grounded in the difference of
immediate benefit between soloist and auxiliary performers would establish deep potentials of
power imbalance. Through delivering libretto about a character with gender pronouns different
from my own, the libretto’s character is presented as an outside force, unifying the soloist and
auxiliary players into a coalition of performers, a coalition of laborers, and a coalition of voices
demanding to be heard. In selecting male-gendered pronouns, Bird both underlines the crucial
role of patriarchy and aforementioned male exceptionalism so inscribed into histories of genderbased trauma, particularly femicide. Within the coalition of performers facing the role of the
libretto’s male character, the soloist becomes the interlocutor between the abstracted bodies and
the audience, as she attempts to deliver a text that might finally indict that which represents the
enactor of a great systemic trauma.
While the work does not mandate the soloist to identify with any gender and could
succeed with any-gendered soloist, the implications of my performance are what I can best
analyze, as it was written for me and has not yet been performed by another flutist. Further, the
tessitura extends into the extremely high vocal range, which often, in traditional analyses, can
suggest female voice types. In the work, the scream solo is perhaps the most expressive, horrific,
and architecturally important moment (Figure 5.2). The strangeness of the respirations in the
opening solos is given time to expand and normalize, and the materials of the vignettes are often
at a low dynamic threshold, underlined by the low pitch-range they occupy. By contrast, the
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scream solo, emerges from the textures completely unprecedented, extremely high, extremely
loud, and rages so quickly through the material that there is no time to adapt to the provocative
sounds. Bird writes, “scream into instrument, attempt a unified timbre.” The piccolo soloist sings
in their whistle register to build a unified line in the same register as the piccolo. The first sung
note of the solo is an F7 (two full octaves above the top of the staff). In composing this section,
Bird and I worked together to calculate the top of my vocal range and to calculate my most
predictable pitches in this register (the D7 and C7 are frequently used). The written F7 is a
difficult and physically painful note to articulate. As it is my upper limit, it is unpredictable and
difficult to the point of physical duress to control in the ways required by Bird. Approaching any
performance of this work, I put myself on vocal rest for a period to ensure I can achieve the
necessary pitches, and I warm up with caution and diligence. However, even with careful
preparation, inexactitudes in sung pitches seem inescapable in performance. Sung and played
pitches blend together, particularly at the opening of the solo, and result is the intense physical
sound of the very poles of the human voice intermingling with the poles of instrumental playing
in a distorted wave of shivering of high pitches.
While the scream solo is never easy to execute, its difficulty is exacerbated by its
placement in the work. Sitting roughly three-quarters of the way into Atolls, the body has already
been laboring for some time. The bodily labor of the soloist up until this point is largely
comprised of notated inhalations through the mouth, which are, as previously discussed, “bad
breaths” that do not supply time for the air to be warmed or purified. If a throat will be made raw
from breathing, it is the breathing in the notated material of the opening solos of Atolls that will
do so. Further, while the auxiliary interlude prior to the scream solo provides a crucial moment
for the soloist to perform some larynx care, it also requires that the scream solo be entered from a
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cold stasis. Additionally, stand-lights on the soloist’s five-stand setup must be turned off during
the auxiliary interlude, and to do this cleanly, all lights should be plugged into a single power
strip. This arrangement asks the soloist to crouch down to an almost-fetal position to hit the
switch, and in order to access the lights to turn them on just before re-entering for the scream
solo, remain in the fetal crouch for all two minutes of the interlude. While this stasis and physical
compression make the execution of the scream solo more difficult, it also, for a few minutes,
removes the soloist from the focus and allows homage be paid to the objectified and immobile
women. Briefly, space is made to focus on the “no-less-than” twenty-nine bodies before we
endure their scream.
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Figure 5.2 Excerpt from Bird’s Atolls, “scream solo”
Detailed inside of the red boxes are the techniques that cause physical pain and, as such, are unstable. Note the
frequency of such techniques.
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The aural body responds to any scream. In several studies on “emotional sounds” and
physiological responses, in which respiratory rate, heart rate, and skin conductance are measured,
the sound of a scream shows the greatest degree of physiological change from neutral, due to
biologically ingrained responses to sounds of duress. As discussed in the third chapter, the vagus
nerve processes external cues and is responsible both for releasing norepinephrine into the
amygdala and for feelings of viscera (as it connects to the stomach—gut wrenching feelings are,
quite literally, gut-wrenching). The vagus nerve is also connected to the larynx and to the inner
ear; at signs of duress the larynx constricts, raising the frequency of the voice. Consequently, the
ear perceives this signal of danger and triggers a corresponding visceral response. Thus, the
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scream solo in Atolls directly activates the listeners’ biological response to hearing a scream and
causes a sympathetic physical constricting of the larynx due to threat of danger.

Figure 5.3 Excerpt from Bird’s Atolls, interspersed of “scream solo”
Denoted in the red box is the excerpted scream solo to be performed at any time within the given repeated figure
from the auxiliary players.

As quickly as the scream solo enters, it transitions into the next tutti section of rhythmic
chordal blocks punctuated by the interspersed scream solo quotations, that prevent moving
beyond the physical sounds and physical responses of fear and trauma (Figure 3.15).
While the biological implications and symbolism of the scream solo are clear, the
physical implications for the soloist also represent a trauma: the physical trauma of grating the
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larynx to produce the notated pitches while playing. The process of recording the scream solo
wore down my body in a manner that triggered a two-week sickness consisting of nasal
congestion, a sore throat, and vomiting. While questions of the ethics of pain for the sake of
performance are often discussed in instances of performance art, perhaps different implications
exists in a work that elicits unanticipated physical pain due simply to the requested pitch content
and method of sound production.
It is also important to examine several aspects of the scream solo through the lens of
disability studies, because of the ways a hegemonic force prescribes the conditions in which
others must work (i.e., the composer/performer dichotomy), and because of the origin of the
scream solo’s sonic material.
The technique employed throughout the solo—the singing and playing of pitches in the
vocal whistle range—was inspired by flutist Nicole Mitchell, who, as a part of her sonic palette,
oscillates rapidly between singing and playing in her work. Due to my vocal nodes, I am unable
to reproduce this technique reliably in any range other than my whistle register. Often, when I try
to sing with a more conventional register and timbre, the result is a split-tone multiphonic. In
adapting to my physical needs for the execution of this technique, Bird opted to use the piccolo
instead of the originally intended C flute. The piccolo would allow my voice a greater stability
and reliability as I would be given the range and timbre necessary to sing in my more-stable
whistle register and to blend more readily with the tessitura of the instrument. In this way, Bird’s
use of the piccolo hints at ideas of adaptive technologies.
However, the use of the piccolo and the accommodation of my whistle register to execute
this one technique leads to other physical issues in the section. The scream solo stands out in that
it resides almost beyond a physical threshold, even in my range. In many works lauded as
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extremely difficult, notational saturation of instrumental technique is highlighted rather than a
physical near impossibility. In Atolls, the instrumental writing in the scream solo is relatively
straightforward. The piccolo writing in the section even assists the vocalizing performer, acting
as a crucial pitch reference, a mechanism through which to sing, and a sounding layer that helps
to gloss over any potential vocal aberrations. The use of piccolo bridges the space between what
might be a personal and physical impossibility, into the realm of the possible.
In the scream solo, Bird constructs a dichotomy between the differently capacitated
soloist and auxiliary players. As the primary object of attention in the work, the soloist is offered
assistance as they try to render the scream solo more possible. The auxiliary players, however,
exist almost as bodies on a factory line, or in a maquiladora. Each auxiliary performer is
allocated a single impossibly specific pitch around which their entire part for the duration of
Atolls is composed—represented on the score as a line. No adaptations are offered to
performers, as it would not be viable in a concert context to implement individual tuners due to
the summing of all twenty-nine pitch centers and the rapid movement and consequential tracking
of the score. This, in combination with the reduced light for, and reduced individual movement
by, each player paints working conditions that allude of a factory-line—with their component
musical part literally notated on a line. The “no-less-than” twenty-nine players are construed as
fungible necessities to create a larger product, mirroring the laborers in maquiladoras and
factories worldwide, who, to many hegemonic forces, are used as bodies made available for
maiming. This “right to maim”50 is constructed through the all-too-frequented mindset that
abstracts and marginalizes female, laboring, and brown bodies. If, as underlined by the use of
male-gendered pronouns in the libretto, the soloist and auxiliary performers stand together in
50

Puar, Jasbir K, The Right to Maim: Debility, Capacity, Disability (Duke University Press, 2017).
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coalition, then, that the most expressive moment in the work also causes significant physical
damage invokes the ways in which a threat against female laboring bodies is made imminent if
they speak out. That the bodily trauma of vocal nodes requires an adaptive mode of executing a
technique, which in turn, cyclically perpetuates bodily trauma, mirrors the cycles of physical and
environmental exploitations, and the continued impact of said trauma from labor practices and
bodily abstraction of unchecked capitalism that feeds the maquiladoras.

Figure. 5.4 Excerpt from Bird’s Atolls, vocal fry from second solo
Boxes 1 and 3 represent an open embouchure, while boxes 2 and 4 represent a closed embouchure. Note how the fry
always results in a closing of the soloists mouth—afterwards, only able to communicate through another vessel, or
with the mouth closed.

Also employed in Atolls is what might be considered the opposite vocal technique, to that
of the scream solo: the vocal fry (see Figure 5.4). The vocal fry is a complicated sound both
bodily and socially. Many studies have shown that the use vocal fry can harm a woman’s ability
to be hired or to be taken seriously, especially in the workplace.51 However vocal frying is a
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Francesca Fontana and Denise Blostein, “Young Women Speak, Older Ears Hear Vocal Fry.” The Wall
Street Journal, October 19, 2017, https://www.wsj.com/articles/young-women-speak-older-ears-hearvocal-fry-1507649162.
Shana Lebowitz, “How 2 Common Speech Quirks Can Destroy Your Reputation at Work,” Business
Insider, https://www.businessinsider.com/upspeak-vocal-fry-hurt-your-reputation-2015-7.
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result of loosening the vocal chords so much that they creak—lowering the voice to the point
where it begins to mutate. It is not uncommon for women to feel the need to lower the range of
their speaking voice in the presence of men, especially around men in power. Vocal fry could be
read as the “pants” of women’s vocality, the vocal reification of a woman’s ‘passing’ in maledominated environments in pursuit of upward mobility. While used in an effort to level the
playing field, again through cyclical hegemonic arbitration designed to perpetuate in-place power
structures, women are often discounted because of its use.
Vocal fry can also bleach a sense of vocal individuality that represents the sounding
embodiment of an individual’s unique history. Similarly, in a maquiladora culture, or in many
workplaces with high turnover rates, and like the immobile auxiliary players, the individuality of
a laborer is replaced solely with their productivity. Dayna Tortorici writes in her article “Los
Angeles Plays Itself” about the importance of vocal fry in scrubbing the speech of immigrants to
Los Angeles of “regional inflection.”
I think vocal fry was invented here, that kind of sour, elongated, throaty way of
talking that makes a long A sound slide into a long I sound, swaps “uh” for “ah,”
and nearly drops the long E altogether… In L.A., people are supposed to sound
like they’re from nowhere, in order to sound like they’re from anywhere: a central
casting accent. The new vocal fry is like the Valley Girl sapped of enthusiasm:
poolside on Klonopin, constrained to the lowest register.52
Often in Atolls, the vocal fry is fleeting and the performer rebounds by a complete closing
of the embouchure through the global filter notation—shutting down of any pitch-based sound
and closing the mouth. If the fry is characteristic of female speech, and it represents a culture that
bleaches the individual of an individual history, then the fry could also represent the gendered
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repercussions for working toward change and mobility as a woman in Juárez, just as in Atolls,
the mouth is shut. A woman might, to command a greater degree of control in a male-dominated
field, lower her voice and undo part of her history and identity. Then, after this bleaching and
renegotiation, she would be shunned because of it by the workplace or individuals who have
created the power imbalance that lead to a lowering and frying of the voice in the first place,
again the mouth is shut. In this way, the fry also represents the woman abstracted and
assumptions of bodily fungibility. If the fry works toward a sound that is “from anywhere,” then
the fry also eliminates a physical sounding of individuality—much like the required immobility
of the pitch content and lack of sufficient lighting in Atolls and the ways in which its origins are
carefully parsed out and selected to such a degree that it renders them abstracted Janet Leigh’s
scream, or the laboring women of Juárez.
The notion of compliance, or assimilation to a norm or expectation placed on a body by a
hegemonic force is simply a furthering of debilitation, underlining said perceived “right to
maim.” The fry is not only a symptom of a lowering voice, in the way it builds a “central
casting” speech affectation; it is also calibrated to foist a less-hirable manner of speaking into the
laboring industry of a specific locale. If the fry implies assimilation into a city’s labor force, in
Atolls it represents a negation of assimilation into the work’s hyper-geographic or nongeographic localities.
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CHAPTER SIX
Conclusion

This conclusion traces the conceptual expectations I held for this study and what I have learned,
missed, and remain curious about in the course of its writing and exploration. Prior to this
reflection, two speculative analyses of works that engage with ideas presented in Chapters Two
through Five of this dissertation are presented. These works are Brian Ferneyhough’s staple of
contemporary repertoire, Cassandra’s Dream Song for solo flute and Bethany Younge’s Oxygen
and Reality for solo piccolo, electronics, lights, and balloons.

Part I: Speculative Analysis of Brian Ferneyhough’s Cassandra’s Dream Song
Identifying the Body in New Complexity

The works of Brian Ferneyhough represent an important segment of the contemporary canon and
a critical selection of extended techniques employed in a wide range of other new works. Many
of Ferneyhough’s works, Cassandra’s Dream Song included, are programmatically underscored
by mythological inspirations or fixations. In the same breath with which Ferneyhough opens
portals into realms of imagery through the use of myth, he also opens portals into deeper
meanings of his work through corporeal sounds.
Brian Ferneyhough (b.1943) is synonymous with the New Complexity movement. His
oeuvre is characterized by an inundation of musical information, notational nuance, and an indepth reliance on non-traditional techniques and complex rhythmic parameters. In addition to
extended instrumental techniques, complex nested rhythms, and fractional measuring,
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Ferneyhough’s use of abrupt and frequent shifts in dynamics, range, and texture make his work
uniquely demanding and satisfying.
Ferneyhough’s work fixates on polyphony and the potential for creating a “polyphony of
polyphonies”53 from multiple active voices in a single instrumental line. Within his flute oeuvre,
Mnemosyne, for solo bass flute and prerecorded multitracked bass flutes, best illustrates this
polyphonic fixation. As the final movement in his Carceri D’Invenzione (Imaginary Prisons)
cycle, Mnemosyne creates walls from conflicting staves that must be read and interpreted in
simultaneity. The conflicting and overlapping rhythmic impulses and durations require the
soloist to read and render four staves at the same time, and in so doing, create what ultimately
becomes one new line out of an overlapping polyphony realized by a (largely) monophonic
instrument (Figure 6.1).
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Figure 6.1) Excerpt from Brian Ferneyhough’s Mnemosyne, depicting simultaneously executed staves of material

In 1988 Ferneyhough gave a lecture at the Internationales Musikinstitut Darmstädter
Fierenkurse entitled “The Tactility of Time,” which captures his compositional approaches and
motives in Mnemosyne.54 His commentary on “the concept of time and the concrete sensation of
its presence”55 offers a way to take the body’s intuition into account within the interpolative
scrambling of realizing the work. First asserting that “it is clear that all involuntary and most
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voluntary bodily functions (heartbeat, rate of breathing, adrenalin flow, and so on) ultimately
contribute significantly to the temporal perspective adopted by the listener,”56 Ferneyhough then
contrasts these physical modes of listening against “the relationship established between the
body’s somatic condition and the mediating metric lattice.”57 He describes how relative degrees
of density and texture are felt in the body and their weight on a listener’s perceived sense of
time. While this lecture was delivered eighteen years after the completion of Cassandra’s Dream
Song, Ferneyhough’s attention to the bodily experience of the listener is so acute that I would
posit that such corporeal sensitivity to the experience of a work was present in earlier
compositions as well, including Cassandra’s Dream Song. As such, Ferneyhough’s work is
uniquely positioned for examination from a corporeal perspective because of his notions of the
tactility and unique bodily gravity of time, the canonic space several of his works occupy, and
the requisite intense physicality they demand.
When completed in 1970, Cassandra’s Dream Song was deemed too challenging to
perform; it was not until 1974 that it was premiered by Pierre-Yves Artaud. Ferneyhough’s
performance notes famously highlight the crucial difficulty embedded in the score and its role in
constructing the environment of Cassandra’s Dream Song. Ferneyhough encourages a performer
to embrace the difficulty as an inherent attribute that contributes to the work’s musical ethos and
sound world. He writes:
The piece as it stands is, therefore, not intended to be the plan of an “ideal”
performance. The notation does not represent the result required: it is the attempt
to realise the written specifications in practice which is designed to produce the
desired (but unnotatable) sound-quality… A ‘beautiful,’ cultivated performance is
not to be aimed at: some of the combinations of actions specified are in any case
either not literally realizable (certain dynamic groupings) or else lead to complex,
partially unpredictable results. Nevertheless, a valid realization will only result
from a rigorous attempt to reproduce as many of the textural details as possible:
56
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such divergences and ‘impurities’ as then follow from the natural limitations of
the instrument itself may be take to be the intentions of the composer. No attempt
should be made to conceal the difficulty of the music by resorting to compromises
and inexactitudes (i.e. of rhythm) designed to achieve a superficially more
‘polished’ result. On the contrary, the audible (and visual) degree of difficulty is
to be drawn as an integral structural element into the fabric of the composition
itself.58
While the notation of Cassandra’s Dream Song is rigorously exacting, the large-scale
structure of the work creates a space for performer-driven choices. The first page includes six
numbered lines (1-6), and the second page is comprised of five lettered lines (A-E). Between
each numbered unit from Page One, a lettered unit from Page Two is inserted. Numbered units
must be performed in numerical order, but the ordering of the lettered units can be selected by
the performer. Figure 6.2 portrays a small rendering of the entire score, which offers a basic
structural understanding.
Pierre-Yves Artaud, the flutist who performed the premiere of the work, selected the
order A E C B D. I frequently oscillate between the orders D A B C E, and D A E C B depending
on the audience and the acoustics. In her article, Cassandra’s Dream Song: A Literary Feminist
Perspective, Dr. Ellen Waterman challenges the ordering of Artaud to be the “climax model,”
rooted in masculinist understandings of tension/release structures and posits a form calibrated by
counting quantities of what she perceives to be gestural groupings in each line. Her alternative is
highlights the quantity of gestural groups per line: C E D A B.59 In selecting the orders I prefer in
performance, I focus on the sonic morphology between lines and the continuity or contrast on a
larger structural level.
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Figure 6.2 Side by side of each sheet of Cassandra’s Dream Song to relay an understanding of the
shiftable structural parameters. On Sheet One numbers are in red boxes; on Sheet Two letters are in red boxes
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Often, the stark separation of the two pages and their musical and structural interaction is
attributed to the Cassandra and Apollo myth from which the work derives its name. As told by
Aeschylus in Agamemnon, Apollo, in an effort to seduce Cassandra, one of Trojan King Priam’s
daughters, offers her the power of foresight. Different versions of the myth offer conflicting
stories as to whether Cassandra agreed to sleep with Apollo as part of this transaction, or if
Apollo only assumed that she would do so. Upon receiving the powers of prophecy, Cassandra
elects not to sleep with Apollo, and he angrily curses her so that she will see the future, but will
never be believed. The combined knowledge and powerlessness to communicate its truths leads
to Cassandra’s ostracization and devolving sanity. It is told that to transmit the curse, Apollo spat
into Cassandra’s mouth—or, more dramatically, Apollo came to Cassandra’s dream in the form
of a wolf surrounded by snakes and spat into her mouth. Through this act of spitting, Apollo sets
into motion Cassandra’s future of seclusion for her visions of damage and destruction that will
not be believed.
As saliva carries the curse in Cassandra’s dream, one of the most vital aspects of
Cassandra’s Dream Song’s corporeal nature is a programmatic painting of saliva in motion.
Ferneyhough deploys the spit from Cassandra’s dream sonically and physically through the
sounds of spit notated throughout the work as well as byproducts of “spittiness” created by the
extreme physical effort required to perform the work. Through the invocation of salivary sounds,
particularly as the opening series of sounds in the work, Ferneyhough creates a rich analytical
space for delving into the corporeal sounds of a work and for examining these sounds through
their programmatic possibilities.
This analysis of spit sounds in a work points to a larger area of study important to modes
of corporeal analysis: that which is programmatically invoked through bodily sounds. Through
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biology, genetic memory, languages, cultural history, and personal experiences, each human
possesses an immense directory of associations aligned with observing or creating different
bodily sounds. As discussed in earlier chapters, common examples include the sounds of
screaming, crying, heavy breathing, etc. However, each bodily sound in a work is heard and
experienced through a complex set of lenses established over generations. In Cassandra’s Dream
Song there are many such corporeal sounds. Here, I will focus on the importance of salivary
sounds as one of the most important bodily sounds in the work and in the eponymous myth. This
analysis into the potentialities of saliva and salivary sounds is by no means complete, and to
establish a compendium of categorized and historicized bodily sounds would be a task
necessitating a large group of people with diverse backgrounds, languages, geographies, cultural
histories, etc., as the implications of aspects of the body are not a singular or localized entity.
The following examination of saliva is that which is readily conjured through my own
experiences and represents a small fraction of the potential interpretations that could be teased
out of Ferneyhough’s eloquent use of saliva.
The investigation into the importance of spitting and salivary sounds in Cassandra’s
Dream Song is first evoked in the myth: through spitting into Cassandra’s mouth, Apollo turns
the gift of prophecy into a curse. The motif of spitting, most present in the opening line of the
work, is illustrated through tongue pizzicati and key clicks (see Figure 6.3). Not only does the
opening pizzicato invoke the sound of spitting, but Ferneyhough’s rhythmic placement of the
pizzicato adds a degree of musical unpredictability, peeling it away from an expected sound as
well as an expected rhythmicity in traditional musical understandings. Through the rhythmically
ambiguous placement of the initial impulse—the fifth thirty-second note of a five-tuplet,
preceded by rest—Ferneyhough dissociates the pizzicato from an immediate musical sense of
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rhythmic expectation. In offering the initial sound of the work in such a rhythmically disjunctive
manner—instead of positioning the pizzicato as a downbeat entryway into the work—the
composer creates a placement that sounds almost random, almost human.

Figure 6.3 The opening line of Cassandra’s Dream Song
Note the rhythm of the opening gestures and the combination of tongue pizzicato (accent note-head) and key click (x
note-head).

In positioning line 1, composed almost entirely of spit sounds, at the onset of the work,
Ferneyhough makes a statement about the narrative structure of the work; beginning the myth at
the moment of the curse, he structurally and analytically underlines the importance of the spitting
motif. In opening the work with salivary sounds and by letting their entrance exist in a rare bed
of silence, Ferneyhough invites an in-depth analysis of saliva and the possible connections
prompted by the sounds of spit.
The spitting motif remains as the work continues: the end of line 3 in which the repeated
notes transform into détaché spitting tongue pizzicati over the vibrating lower A (Figure 6.4); the
alternation between the immense control of the key-clicked pitches with the spitting tongue
pizzicato in line four (Figure 6.5); the devolution of line 5 into rapid pitched spitting sounds
perforated with high pitches and trills (Figure 6.6); and the spitting articulated accent of figures
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with longer durations in line E (Figure 6.7). However, one of the most fascinating uses of a
spitting sound in the work is where it becomes a result of execution rather than prescriptively
notated.
Figure 6.4 Line 3 from Cassandra’s Dream Song
Repeated articulations of Ab become ornamented through accented tongue pizzicati, denoted in the red boxes

Figure 6.5 Line 4 from Cassandra’s Dream Song
Key clicks and tongue pizzicati comprise the majority of this line—boxed in red. Smaller embedded boxes
demarcate impulses that have a heightened proclivity to stand out a spit-like, even within this already-spitty texture.
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Figure 6.6 Line 5 from Cassandra’s Dream Song
Passages comprised of fast-moving tongue pizzicati and pitches accented through the use of key click are
demarcated in the red boxes. The first two red boxes show the quiet staccato gestures of traditional pitch material
that morph into spat textures.

Figure 6.7 Line E from Cassandra’s Dream Song
Boxed in red are gestures that are begun by spat attacks.
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In several of these examples in Cassandra’s Dream Song, the spit-like tongue pizzicati
and key clicks are notated with an overblown sense of dynamic scale relative to their sounding
capabilities. Dynamics such as sforzando in fortississimo on a key click (Figure 6.4) begin to
exceed a simple demand for volume and require the communication of deep effort and energy in
the execution. The execution of a key click at fortississimo requires the feet to be firmly rooted
and the core to be firmly engaged; often, the arms will also tense up and the right hand will push
the body of the flute forward just prior to the activation of the click. A dynamically overblown
key click requires a fully active, hyper-aware body.
On line four, the same line in which the sforzando fortississimo key click is required
(Figure 6.4), the combined impulse of a tongue pizzicato and key click is also marked at
sforzando fortississimo (the combination of tongue pizzicato and key click is not a unique
occurrence: a handful occur throughout Cassandra’s Dream Song). In this gesture, set at such an
extreme dynamic, the body again realizes its focused stance to execute the key click portion of
the sound. However, the execution of the tongue pizzicato, a sound produced in the body and
only amplified through the flute, turns the pop of the tongue pulling away from aperture of the
embouchure into a mouth pressurized and formed quite literally, to spit. The result is indeed a
fortississimo tongue pizzicato, and a fully focused body, firmly grounded, and spitting at the
audience in an effort to render the figure with enough force to achieve the written dynamic.
While the hyper-dynamized tongue pizzicati bring a flutist to activate their embouchure
as though spitting, the full effect of the overblown dynamics relies on a flutist bringing their
body into the performance beyond the simple demands of the score, thereby adding
dimensionality to the performance. Beyond the demands for physical dimensionality in tongue
pizzicati, there are moments throughout Cassandra’s Dream Song that pull a flutist into modes
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of spitting that are not as readily identifiable. While a tongue pizzicato is executed in a manner
similar to spitting, instances in which spit is painted outside of these spit-like extended
techniques also depict the dream for which the work is named.
One such example of spit in the context of more traditionally notated techniques occurs in
Line A, which incorporates two staves that the flutist oscillates between, one of which is notated
fortississimo and the other pianississimo (Figure 6.8). The tessitura spans from C#4 (one half
step above middle C) and D7 (six ledger lines above the staff), and the passage is notated “as fast
as written dynamic will allow.” In this figure, and others that present similar combinations of
range, speed, and dynamic fluctuation, the activation of louder notes often invites harsher attacks
and a more forcefully depressed key to activate the note. The spat attack and reinforcing key
click are tricks to activate notes that might pose problems to a flutist—even in more classical
training. For example, the activation of lower notes, particularly those accented in an extremely
loud dynamic, is often assisted by an intentional firmness in the closing of a given key. In
contemporary flute playing, as dynamic extremes are polarized and the realm of what becomes
an ‘acceptable’ sound-world is expanded, it is common to hear flutists execute accents on the
cusp of the note’s sounding using a similar embouchure to that used in the tongue pizzicato. In a
passage such as that represented in Figure 6.8, key clicks are tempted in the low and loud
pitches, and spat attacks are invited in the bottom staff of fortississimo pitches.
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Figure 6.8 Line A from Cassandra’s Dream Song
The final gesture of the line, denoted within the red box, moves between pianississimo staccato pitches and
fortississimo accented pitches over a wide tessitura.

With the importance of salivary sounds and the act of spitting painted in the above
examples and through the programmatic importance of saliva in the myth, a corporeal analysis
rooted in cultural history and personal experience of saliva invites a more poetic approach to
interpreting the bodily sounds and their source in the work.
While saliva is the substance through which Cassandra’s foresight is cursed in
Cassandra’s Dream Song, saliva has deep roots in myth and history as a cure for vision and
ocular ailments. Saliva is rich in acetylcholine and norepinephrine—two neurotransmitters that
are used to treat issues of the eye, particularly glaucoma. These neurotransmitters receive their
mythical heyday when Christ cures the blind man with his saliva in the Bible and in when Thoth
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cures Horus’ injured eye after it is ripped out by Set in The Book of the Dead.60 The healing
properties of saliva extend beyond the capacity of these two neurotransmitters. While saliva is
largely composed of water, the remaining .5% also contains lysosomes, which, when tested by
University of Rochester scientists, inhibited the growth of 109/110 tested bacteria. This antibacterial potential is amplified through a small presence of opiorphin in saliva—a painkiller
stronger than morphine. The combination of saliva’s anti-bacterial and pain-killing properties is
what leads animals to lick wounds or humans to lick a small cut.61
While these curative notions about saliva are documented in old literature, so-called
“wives’-tales,” and instinctual practices in humans and animals, other connotations that salivary
sounds elicit must also be highlighted. The act of forceful spitting is of course often attributed to
rude behavior, disrespect, and displays of aggressive masculinity. Additionally, spitting is
common during physical exertion due to the increase in mucus production during intense
physical exercise.
Considering these ideas of physical exertion, ocular care, and aggressive masculinity
within realms of societal context regarding saliva, it is possible that several programmatic
readings could inform an interpretation of the work. The shorter and more spat gestures are first
presented in the numbered page (Page One), which is most often in analyses of the work,
attributed to Apollo. The second page (Page Two) is most often attributed to Cassandra and
instead incorporates the spitting into larger gestures either through performative and executional
necessity, such as the example mentioned in Line A (Figure 6.8), or at the onset of a longer note,
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or part of a more diverse unit of sound, such as the example mentioned in Line E (Figure 6.7).
Perhaps with these polarities of presented spit, both the curative and aggressively masculine are
represented and amalgamated. With the page that represents Apollo’s masculinity and
immortality offering spit that is more sonically isolated—more similar to how one might spit on
the street—Cassandra’s page seems to repurpose the saliva and the act of spitting, recreating
aspects of the physical and sonic gesture, but ultimately to enact her own purposes. This reading
is not dissimilar to many aspects of a feminist analysis of the work that examines Cassandra’s
thirst for knowledge and utility in a time of political turmoil. She is resourceful in acquiring tools
of the gods—foresight, or saliva—and in calculating their usefulness, to provide information
during war-time or seek to cure her vision. While ultimately the curse that ails Cassandra is not
healed, the act of reincorporating the salivary gestures from Page One into larger and more
diverse gestures offers a reading about resourcefulness and elevation from a human body, to the
understanding of gods.
There are several other indicators in Cassandra’s Dream Song that set up the polarity
between human and immortal bodies. The creation of rhythmic material fluctuates in the work
between the strict timings in relative homogeneity in notated rhythms of Line 2 and Line A and
into the rhythmic ideas constructed from multiple ideas or techniques blending together to create
their own rhythms. The rhythms constructed through intersecting techniques and multiple layers
of sound are inherently unstable and therefore fluctuate in a way that contours the resultant
sound to the performer’s body. Ferneyhough explicates in the performance notes of the work that
“divergencies and ‘impurities’ as they follow from the natural limitations of the instrument itself
may be taken to be the intentions of the composer.”62 While the instrumental limitations posed
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are absolutely present in issues of polyphonic potentiality and certain acoustical properties of the
instrument, much of the performative limitation is in fact derived from limitations concomitant
with bodily limitations in executing passages that require immense flexibility in confined spaces
and rapid physical execution such as precise tongue movement, embouchure formation, changes
in air direction or speed, and manipulation of pitches with special fingerings for microtones or
harmonic pitches. That Cassandra’s page, Sheet Two, entices the use of performative tricks to
attempt the execution of the passages, while Apollo’s page is more likely to notate out these
performative tricks as independent techniques, elicits a reading revolving around plausible
modes of physicality between the two bodily experiences of the work’s main subjects. These two
contrasting modes of physical experience are centered in fragility, teleology, and the physical
experience of the passing of time, rooted in the plausible differences between the physical
experience of an immortal being, for whom the passage of time and physical harm do not present
teleological repercussions, and the bodily experience of a mortal being, for whom threats of war,
instability, and rape are necessarily teleological. In a mortal body, such violence bears lasting
corporeal consequences that can lead to enduring physical conditions, debility, trauma, and
ultimately death—a repercussion not so readily afforded to immortal bodies. Even absent of war,
the starkness of differences between mortal and immortal phenomenologies is rooted in
corporeal teleology—can a body die, or is a body eternal? As such, it is through acquiring
foresight that Cassandra seeks to embitter her corporeal positioning in the world, and it is
through the use of spit sounds in the work that she elevates the physical possibilities of
performance.
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Part II: Speculative Analysis of Oxygen and Reality
Identifying the Body in Performance that Decenters Instrumentality
Intricately examining notions of prosthesis, vocality, geography, and social connection,
Bethany Younge’s Oxygen and Reality stitches together an immense mesh of thought and sound.
Younge’s work invests in realms of performance that position a performer’s body and bodily
expression as paramount. She often creates work for a specific performer, rather than for a
specific instrument, and delves into what individual bodies can offer a work. In works such as
Speech Factory, which can be performed by any four players, performers deliver text through
various instructive measures supplied by Younge and create a series of different physical
tableaux for each movement of the work. Her interest in the knowledge a performer can bring to
a work manifests as a composed sense of communality and trust. In Speech Factory, this is seen
in the blank slate offered in which she instructs the four performers to develop the theater of their
physical positioning for each movement. This autonomy honors both the practiced knowledge of
performers and also their unpracticed and physically intuitive knowledge. While performers are
practitioners of their instrument, many aspects of blocking, physical positioning, and corporeal
dramaturgy are often neglected in the education of instrumentalists. In instructing performers to
operate outside of these “comfort zones,” they are compelled to question the meaning of levels of
physical and performative comfort and discomfort, and how to best enliven a potential
discomfort zone.
Oxygen and Reality (2017), for piccolo, balloons, lights, and electronics was born out of a
mutual interest in the expressive potentiality of bodies in performance. The work reimagines the
technology of the piccolo through stopping the opening at the end of the instrument with the
performer’s pinky, so that if all keys, with the exception of the G# key, are depressed, no air can
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escape the instrument. Further, Younge instructs the performer to cover the embouchure hole
entirely, building a device in which air can only be taken in through the nose and released
through the opening of a key. The work begins with an exploration of this new instrumental
language and as it becomes increasingly ornamented, Younge adds key clicks, singing, growling,
and changes in the embouchure’s position to vary the sounding pitch of released air (Figure 6.9).
Four transitional pillars separate sections of the work. These transitional pillars ask the performer
to manipulate several hex-nuts and washers inside a large inflated punch-balloon, spinning them
and causing them to collide within the balloon and reproducing a quasi-electronic sound (Figure
6.10). Following the last improvisation with the inflated balloon and hardware components, the
performer attaches a regular-sized balloon to the end of their instrument, which, acting like an
exterior air sac, inflates as the performer blows air through the tube of the piccolo and deflates as
the performer inhales through the piccolo or releases a key on the instrument (Figure 6.11). A
text, written by the composer, is interspersed throughout this section in three cumulative
iterations:
Whispers of our descent
Roll off the tongues
of unknown gods
A ship through space will deflate
And the crew will lose touch
With oxygen and reality
The spines of stars
lose their luminous gate
and sink into foreboding landscapes63
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In the final moments of the work, the exhalations into the balloon and consequent inhalations of
the balloon’s air through the instrument become increasingly dense and physically exhausting.
At the conclusion, the entire text is read in the performer’s physically exhausted voice, and the
high ambient electronic sounds of the work fade out.
Figure 6.9 Opening page from Oxygen and Reality
A fully blackened fingering chart indicates all keys closed; white key indicates opened key; red dot indicates
staccato. Shown here is the way in which the opening exploratory material focuses on establishing the new mode of
using the instrument and its consequent sound-world.
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Figure 6.10 Development of the opening material and structural pillar of punh-balloon and washer improvisation.
Labeled boxes on the score (labeled in orange so as not to confuse with the red in the score itself) show the
introduction of other techniques that ornament and augment the initial material and the structural pillar.
Box A: small filled-in star represents low singing
Box B: large outlined star represents growl
Box C: red rectangle represents inhalation through a key
Box E: dotted line represents transition to key click and nasal inhalation
Box D: structural pillar of balloon and washer/hex-nut improvisation
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Figure 6.11 Use of exterior balloon/ancillary lung
Red upward arrows indicate inhalation of the air in balloon through a closed piccolo tube; sideways darkened oval
represents exhalation through instrument with balloon inflating; vertical white oval indicates brief exhalation
through opened embouchure

In examining Oxygen and Reality from a corporeally-informed perspective, the most
salient physical expression to consider lies in the breathing of the performer and its modification
through the piccolo and with the balloon. In closing off the end of the piccolo, the performer
restricts their airflow and builds up back-pressure in the oral and nasal cavities, which is only
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alleviated through short “robotic” releases of air through the key-holes of the instrument. In these
opening sections of the work, the balance between the pain of retaining too much air and
expending it with no viable space to inhale is delicate, and a passage with a few short releases
feels equally virtuosic as those with several rapid changes. While the score requires learning
fluency in the specific tablature notation involved, that which is most virtuosic in Oxygen and
Reality is the manipulation and retention of various precise quantities of air.
The calculation of air quantity, storage, and speed takes on a new form from the moment
the balloon affixed to the end of the piccolo is engaged (Figure 6.12).64 With an exterior
technology acting as an additional lung, the performer only needs to keep their mouth over the
instrument to ensure the tube is full of air at any given time, rather than maintaining backpressure in the oral and nasal cavities. Through the implementation of the exterior balloon-lung,
a function of the body is paralleled, and a prosthetic is engaged.
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For additional imagery, the entire performance of the world premiere can be viewed at
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Figure 6.12 Use of exterior balloon/ancillary lung
Four quadrants of photographs from the premiere performance show the balloon engaged in different ways.
Quadrant One: an un-inflated balloon
Quadrant Two: inflation of the balloon through the performer’s air-stream
Quadrant Three: deflation of the balloon as the performer inhales the air stored in the balloon
Quadrant Four: use of balloon as independent air-source as the performer releases the seal between the mouth and
the piccolo
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In conceptualizing a corporeal analysis, it is imperative that various perspectives enriched
by disability studies be built into the framework. In Younge’s work, it is not solely her
compositional investigations of adaptive technologies through the use of various balloons that
creates a rich space for analysis from the perspective of disability studies; her scholarly work
also includes interpretations of disability through works that incorporate degrees of theatricality,
such as Maurice Kagel’s Staatstheater.65 In reflecting on Staatstheater, Younge focuses on the
use of prosthesis and adaptive technologies in the work that generate physical and musical
functioning, such as a performer with a head-lamp, bicycle horns, and a wheeled device on
which the performer is instructed to “squat[s] on the carriage like a leg amputee.”66 The work is
simultaneously aural and visual, in that it treats the visual aspects of the performer’s movement
as dance accompanied by the music made from the sounds of the wheelchair as it roll across
stage: the resultant sounds of the wheelchair’s movement become the sonic landscapes of the
work. In Normalizing the Abnormal: Disability in Music and Music Theory, Joseph N. Straus
points to the intertwined shift in experimentations against traditional tonality and formal
structures in music and the progress toward destigmatization of disabled bodies by the dominant
culture.67 In Kagel’s Staatstheater, the disabled body is construed as the normative, hegemonic
body. Beyond a casting off the shackles of normativity through a subversion of tonality, Kagel
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creates a vast and varied repertoire that directly foregrounds the performing disabled body as a
musical body—presenting the unique sonic richness of the wheelchair and body as soloistic
musical material.
While Kagel’s wheelchair' from Staatstheater incorporates the soundscape of technology
functioning within its basic design (i.e., sounds of the wheels moving over the floor), Younge
extends the use of the balloon in Oxygen and Reality beyond its function as an exterior third lung
sac. The work tests the technology of the balloon, and space is made for the performer to develop
multiple creative practices with the technology. They use it as an exterior lung, blow it up, fill it
with small metal hardware components, invoke all manner of sounds from silence to electronic
simulation, allow it to shriek and pulse air as it deflates, and ultimately they share a new
expressive language completely unique to the technology. In composing such creative
boundlessness for the balloon in the work, Younge departs from the surface sonic and visual
representation of Kagel’s Staatstheater and builds an intense repertoire of technological
engagement with the prosthetic.
In the sections in which the performer improvises with the large balloon filled with
washers and hex-nuts, the lighting in the performance space also changes. Beginning in a
completely dark environment, the light then illuminates only the player’s left side, then only the
right side. In the conclusion, when the exterior balloon is affixed to the piccolo, both left and
right lights are turned on, fully illuminating the performer for the first time. While the poetics of
the illumination track with the narrative arc detailing a fully expressive incorporation of the
adaptive technology, the lighting also underlines the geographical and atmospheric
considerations of the work, alluded to in Younge’s text. Through the stark use of lighting,
Younge creates a series of different environments and realms within which the performer can
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engage with the audience, depicting the tenuousness of the performer’s physical body in
unfamiliar atmospheres. Through her invocation of outer-space in the text and lighting changes,
Younge beckons toward the imagination of an environment in which only starkly intentional
portions of a human are illuminated at any given time, where high pitches whine in surround, and
breathing occurs in rationed bursts through a tube. Younge draws us toward the imagination of a
two-fold environment. At once, the vacuum of space conjured in Oxygen and Reality is an
unlivable environment, which all bodies must meet with adaptive technologies in order to
survive—a universally disabling environment. Simultaneously, it is a quasi-utopian environment
which, through the repealing of dominant cultures that marginalize or stigmatize disabled bodies,
fills the cultural vacuum with empowerment through and embrace of adaptive technologies and
community. Straus defines disability as “culturally stigmatized bodily difference” in Normalizing
the Abnormal; in the realm conjured by Younge’s work, a culture is instead created in direct
response to and through the presence of a body using a prosthesis.68 Younge imagines a vacuum
that, by Straus’ definition, could not render a body disabled, as there would be no pre-existing
normative culture and therefore no stigmatizing forces. The disability justice organization, Sins
Invalid writes, “we live in a capitalist ableist world.”69 Oxygen and Reality imagines a world that
centers around the physical and musical, ergo expressive, existence of one individual disabled
body, rendering Younge’s reality as both anti-ableist and anti-capitalist.
The sonic and physical qualities of Oxygen and Reality’s umwelt are developed through
the use of the balloons, while the social aspects of a utopic community and of community
empowerment are depicted through several crucial moments in the score that require relationship
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and inter-personal connection. Younge specifically stipulates within the performance notes that
the changes in electronic cues are to be made by an electronic technician and not the performer.
In some of these cues, it is not imperative that the performer and technician be precise in their
alignment. However, at several crucial moments, when the performer screams into the
instrument, they must make visual contact with the electronics technician to cue them in. The
interaction between these two parties, though distinctly non-theatrical, is of paramount
importance to the work. In these moments of precise connection, the sound-world of the work
breaks away from the releases of air that inhabit most of the work, and instead expresses an
extremely high scream for the duration of one extended breath while playing the piccolo in close
pitch proximity. The relationships required by these cued moments underline the decentering of
capitalism in Younge’s construed anti-ableist utopia; that which has value in this vacuum is not
capital, but rather mutually supportive social connection. The sounds of the cued material
triggered by the electronics technician mirrors that of the piccolo soloist’s screamed sounds; their
connection supports and reinforces the voice of the soloist. In the world Younge composes in
Oxygen and Reality, not only is the balloon incorporated as an adaptive and deeply eloquent
technology, but the social relationships of supportive community are integral to both the
expressivity of the work and the reality depicted by Younge.
Further, the reality that Younge construes in her work presents an important discussion of
what the cultural destigmatization of bodily difference can look like without serving to “devalue
people in the present.”70 In Brilliant Imperfection: Grappling with Cure, Eli Clare writes, “cure
requires damage…relying on a belief that what existed before is superior to what exists
currently,” and describes his fraught relationship with ideas of cure that define that-which-must-
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be-cured as faulty.71 Rather than conjuring the language of cure ideology, Younge simply asserts
that the body for which she composes a world is already perfect, deserving of a blank-page
utopia in which to create their anti-ableist reality.
The cure ideology and utopic construction of the work point to one additional dilemma of
the relationship between the performer’s body, the piccolo, and the balloon-lung: in what ways
are the piccolo and balloon separate from the performer’s body, and in what ways might they be
viewed as one and the same? Upon immediate analysis, the piccolo and the balloon-lung seem
clearly positioned outside of the body. Not only are they tools that can used and set aside, but
their very materiality sets up contrasts to the fleshiness of the body. The piccolo, made of
polished grenadilla wood and metal, are materials of the earth’s crust, while the latex of the
balloon is a popularized expression of materials for medical technology. Further, the performer
must activate these objects through their own bodily labor, which therefore highlights a lack
prehensile movement and relationship to cognition in each object. However, the role these
objects play in altering the body of the performer points to a more nuanced assemblage. As a
flutist, my hips and shoulders are permanently out of alignment because of the bodily posture
required of the instrument; the right hip is millimeters behind the left hip, and the right shoulder
is millimeters below the left shoulder. While I have not tested this amongst many other flutists, I
would assume that this positioning, or variations on it, is common amongst us. Without the
instrument, the body is simply misaligned. However, the use of the instrument—in the case of
Younge’s work, the piccolo—fulfills the alignment of the performer’s body, activating the body
that has been altered for the sake of work as an expressive and whole body. While I cannot say
for certain whether the piccolo is a part of me that is sometimes absent, or if I am strictly a whole
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body without it, Oxygen and Reality points to a simultaneous acceptance of both realities. The
piccolo is at once an exterior object, and that which activates my body’s expressive potential
reified as perfect in Younge’s utopia.
Though aspects of prosthesis, adaptive technologies, and relationality are at the fore of
this particular analytical framework, a corporeal analysis could also find fruitful footing in
examining myriad aspects of the work. Among these are: the physicality of material between the
performer’s body, the wooden piccolo and the rubber balloon; the conditioning of the
performer’s lungs to execute several physically virtuosic passages in the work and its
relationship to athletic conditioning for musical performance; the learning of notation that
directly prescribes physical action in notation, such as the fingering tablature notation of Oxygen
and Reality; and the evolution of vocality in the work through sung, growled, screamed, and
spoken iterations of the human voice.
One concluding mode of approaching Oxygen and Reality, Cassandra’s Dream Song,
Atolls, and most contemporary works that invest in discovering and implementing new ways to
engage with the instrument, revolves around cultivating a renewed approach to organological
classification that is pertinent to the ways in which instrumental techniques have advanced
through varied exploration. Within this line of questioning, I posit that through traditional
understandings of instrumental classification, extended techniques can be evaluated and given
organological consideration that speak to their individual method of activation. For example, in
the Sachs-Hornbostel system, from which much of this idea departs, the flute is classified as an
aerophone and a drum as a membranophone; however, to execute a key click on a flute, a
performer relies on the membranophonic properties of sound activation rather than the flute’s
prescribed aerophonic qualities. Further, several sounds produced from extended techniques
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operate through a combination of actions for which strict unilateral classification does not easily
apply. The tongue ram relies on the aerophonic properties of air speed and pressure to enact a
membranophonic collision of tongue into embouchure, with both aspects of the tongue ram’s
activation fully present in the endemic sound. As the repertoire of sounds achievable on various
instruments grow, new modes of categorization and classification of sounds and techniques
grounded in methods of activation should be required. In assessing sounds through a modified
organological understanding relevant to new compositional and performative practices, a
vocabulary can be developed that asserts a viable entryway into a framework of codified
corporeal analysis, which could, in turn, incite the development of new instrumental techniques
through this reframed approach.

Part III
Reflection
In the course of writing this dissertation, one of the most present issues on my mind was
charting how to confront the inherent generalizations that I risk making about the bodies and
bodily experiences of others as I frame much of the analyses around my own bodily experience
as a performer. In a different scope, this dissertation could engage myriad performers and
listeners in performance situations and, through discussion and data collection, build a wider
network of understanding that decentralizes my body, or the body of an individual for the sake of
accounting for a network of multiple bodily responses and analyses. I weighed the options of
either decentralizing my body and re-framing the work, or centralizing it further. These two sides
function as ways to augment understanding, as they ultimately operate in conjunction with one
another.
As noted in the introduction, I have developed a significant interest in what it means to
make space for a performer-driven analysis and, therefore, I centralized the experience of my
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own body, treating it as an ethnographic site of experiencing Atolls. It is my hope that through
opening this space, additional room can be made for performer-driven analysis, and the
analytical knowledge ever-present in the work of the performer can be highlighted. However, it
is important to note that through the centralization of my own body and bodily experiences for
this analysis, I warn against notions of universality. While many flutists can speak to what the
sinus cavity, diaphragm, and shoulders might feel like in the execution of various techniques and
sounds, the work of this dissertation often branches into more abstract bodily lineages of
association inherently informed by the privilege inscribed into my own experiences and body.
Such privilege also frames my reading of Bolaño’s 2666, particularly that of Maquiladoras and
their effects on the surrounding communities. As such, I have tried to make clear that my
personal bodily experiences in performing a given work are simply one potential avenue of
exploration—one with which I am close enough to functionally express myself. These analyses
are not intended to be read as universal experiences for all players and/or listeners.
Throughout this dissertation, my goal has been to explore the aspects of physicality
present in a work of recently composed repertoire with which I feel a deep connection and
understanding. David Bird’s Atolls builds a rich web of possibility for corporeal analysis through
its focus on geographical and environmental reimagination, its source-text, the derivation of the
pitch content, and the methods through which sounds of the body are reimagined as sounds of
the piccolo. In including two shorter speculative analyses of Cassandra’s Dream
Song and Oxygen and Reality to augment this dissertation, I hope to underscore the continued
ways in which aspects of the body can be communicated, represented, and shared, with the
performer as the primary interlocutor of this experience. Further, parallels drawn between the
speculative analyses and the larger analysis of Atolls offer many similarities; issues of gender,
hegemony, and world-construction appear in all three analyses. As highlighted in the
introduction and throughout this dissertation, of central importance to me has been to open a
space in which the knowledge of performers, particularly from a corporeal perspective, is
granted more weight. In my performance of these three works, I am prone to metaphoric and
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analytical interests. Therefore, similarities between my analyses can be ascribed not only to the
tenets populating each work, but also to my own performative mindsets. Through offering
written space for these proclivities, it is my hope that other performers will make additional
space to include their own, thereby adding to a budding compendium of performer-driven
analyses. While the three angles of analysis presented as the main body of this dissertation
represent that which felt most salient to me, the physical experience of Atolls, or
indeed Cassandra’s Dream Song or Oxygen and Reality, is varied for each individual performer
or listener, and there are many aspects yet to be explored in depth. In any work, this is the most
exciting truth: each individual practice and approach to a work are different and an investment in
each individual perspective offers the most heightened channels toward the advancement of the
art-form.
Of the angles that have been explored in this dissertation—that of connective sympathies
in bodily sounds and expression, bodies as indicators of hypothetical environmental situations,
and trauma and pain’s sounding presence—I would be most excited to explore each of these with
a deeper deployment of scientific field work. In examining the ways in which listening bodies
interact sympathetically with performing bodies, a fascinating scientific starting point would to
be to take measurements of skin conductivity, heartrate, and breathing rates and depth. To trace
the physical data of response to the work could potentially unearth new understandings about the
structure of Atolls and the ways in which a performance can physically change a listener. In the
examination of physical connectivity, I would also be interested in constructing a lab situation in
which the facial configurations required to execute the myriad techniques in Atolls are presented,
both in isolation and in their contextual order, in order to study the degree to which an observer’s
mirror neurons trigger sympathetic facial responses. Would for example, the rolling in of the
piccolo to cover the entire mouthpiece elicit a sympathetic tensing of the lower facial muscles in
the observer—a facial positioning akin to a frown? Further, if facial configurations are replicated
in this manner, do they still transmit the corresponding chemical release to the brain that is
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connected to the frown? Or, by virtue of the situations’ performativity, is there a scale by which
the average observer receives less corresponding emotional chemical release?
While the potential for further analysis into any of these three works and for a corporeal
analysis on the whole is immense, it is my hope that furthering a performer-driven analytical
space can work toward embodying such a “theory of musical bodies” as Cusick posits in
“Feminist Theory.”72 In selecting repertoire outside of the traditional canon and focusing on
works that prioritize experimentation over finely-tuned results, we begin the artistic work of
“normalizing the abnormal,” and highlight the importance of marginalized and stigmatized
bodies in our analytical frameworks. In understanding our performing and listening bodies as
barometers for hypothetical environments and hyper-geographies, we assert that the physical and
cultural atmospheres in which we exist can be whatever we can dream, and we assert the
importance of an embodied relationship to our environmental surroundings as one and the same
with our relationship to sound. In examining the narrativic and cultural histories of the sounds
and source-material of works, we can speak to the injustices and trauma of misogyny and its bedmate, unchecked capitalism with hopeful expressivity. In positioning a performing body as a
locus of connection with a room of listeners, we can attest to the fundamental importance of
communication and connection in music and performance. In positioning performing bodies as a
viable scholarly site, we entreat performers to bring their expertise to the analytical field,
deepening the channels of individuality and intersectionality within the realm of music theory.
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